BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
COMPILATION OF DETAILED REPORTS FOR ALL
SUBMISSIONS
th

This document is as presented to the Boundary Committee at its meeting of 19
November 2008 and has been amended only to correct minor presentational
points, errors and omissions.

1.

Introduction
 The following reports cover the details of the independent reviews
undertaken to advise the Boundary Committee of the likelihood of the 16
possible patterns for administration of local government for Devon,
Norfolk and Suffolk being affordable in the context of the Affordability
Criterion as determined by the Secretary of State.
 Detailed reports for all of the submissions are attached.
 Each report sets out the findings from our analysis, indicates our
considerations, and tables our view on whether or not the submission is
likely to meet each separate affordability indicator as set down by the
Secretary of State.
 In reaching our conclusions we are influenced by the materiality of
individual figures, and our view of how reasonable supporting
assumptions and any additional information supplied by Lead Officers are
in relation to the whole submission.

2.

Our Approach
Our approach has been to:
 Review all the data submitted to us to see that it supports the financial
case presented;
 Obtain explanations where we feel this not to be the case;
 Determine whether or not the information supplied appears to be
reasonable and material to the overall submission.
 Review at all times by taking a reasonable viewpoint, and taking into
account materiality to the achievement or otherwise of the affordability
criterion
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 Calculate from the financial data submitted to us:
o

a range of detailed financial affordability indicators which will
support the review of whether or not the criteria set by the
Secretary of State are met;

o

a broad sensitivity analysis to gauge contingency margins;

o

average cost drivers which are inherent in the submissions;

o

a comparison of these to other submissions made at this time ,
and , only when necessary, with other submissions made earlier
to the Secretary of State;

o

a comparison between assessed Council tax levels pre and post
unitary patterns.

 Assess the impact of our analysis on the submission, undertake certain
modelling , highlight areas where we felt there was a level of risk over and
above that which has been put forward in the submission, applying the
outcome to a risk matrix to assist with the overall assessment of risk to
the affordability of each submission;
 Review the effect of this modelling and analysis on the likelihood of the
submission achieving the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.

3.

Layout of Detailed Reports
All of the detailed reports are laid out in the same way as follows:

Paragraph
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Paragraph Heading
Key Issues
Initial Affordability Indicators
Comparison of key figures with other submissions
Summary of issues raised
Risks still inherent - modelling
Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted
Effect of modelled risks on the criteria
Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections for the new
unitary pattern
Assessment of overall risk
Concluding comments by Independent Financial Consultants
Summary of likely achievement or otherwise of the affordability criteria
as set by the Secretary of State
Graphs of comparative financial data
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR NORFOLK COUNTY
UNITARY WITH LOWESTOFT UNITARY
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 Gross Savings of £85m are split between Corporate (£41.7m) and Service costs
(£43.5m). However, these are not in the key services of Education and Social services
but other services, and include management reductions in those areas.
1.2 This is however a higher proportion of savings coming from these services than in other
County unitary submissions. Compared to Suffolk and Devon County submissions, the
Norfolk County submissions are over 4 and over 2 times as large in service cost savings
see Graph A
1.3 Much of the savings projections come from work which has already taken place. The
Shared Services Business Case is the result of a piece of work commissioned by Norfolk
County Council into the feasibility of bringing together all services in the County Council
and the 7 Districts into a new delivery vehicle which would be a trading company, wholly
owned by the new unitary authority, joining the group of companies already owned and
run by the County Council. Whilst there is therefore a basis for these projected savings,
they may however seem a little optimistic and we have taken this into account in our
modelling.
1.4 There is a provision (£0.175m per annum) for ongoing savings from trading from the
wholly owned company which may be optimistic and which has been taken into account
in our modelling.
1.5 Staff release numbers equate to 3.9% of the assessed work force at vesting day. This
appears not unreasonable compared to other submissions and is supported in the
documentation.
1.6 Pay harmonisation has been based on external advice and looks substantial compared to
other submissions. See Graph B
1.7 Additional expenditure of £43m, See Graph C, includes £33m for staffing of which £12m,
See Graph D, relates to staff release costs (net staff released 456) which seems a
reasonable figure compared to other County submissions and has been supported in the
documentation. see graph A. Staff release cost per head of staff released equate to
£21k, again a mid range figure see graphs F, G,H
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1.8

S151 certifications: as at 31st October 5 of these had not been received. We had
been notified that these comments would not be available until 17th October at the
earliest, but this has not been achieved.
Of the remainder, although base data has been accepted, the relevant S151 officers
are not able to give an opinion on the figures for various reasons, including timescale
of the process. The fact that a substantial number of s151 officers in Norfolk have not
felt able to able to confirm that the figures are not unreasonable has influenced our
approach to risk modelling
We have noted the concern of the Waveney S151 officer as to the financial position of
Waveney, but following further review with the lead officers have not felt it necessary
to make any specific modelling adjustments for this issue

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks and the
outcome has been used to help us review the figures. The key ones of these are the
following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year
period

-£42.4m

-£47 per
head



Ongoing savings of (3.3% of
base costs )

-£21.2m

-£24 per
head



Payback period of years ( see
note 1)
Balances increase over the 5
year period by
Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013

2.9




£33.2m
£64.6m

9.8%
Of net base costs
at 2012/13

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying
the data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we
noted that this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
submission
Submission
Issue
submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£47

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

This
submission
- Norfolk
County with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Devon
County
unitary £101,
Suffolk
County
Unitary
without
Lowestoft
£62,
simple
average of all
County
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Issue

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

Percentage
staffing
changes

Staff release
costs per
head of staff
released

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

This
submission

-£94

3.9%

£21k

£12m

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Devon 2
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
-£197

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
-£61

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Devon
County
Unitary and
Devon two
Pattern Devon
Remainder
£42k
This
submission
Norfolk
County with
/ excluding
Lowestoft
£12m

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

Average

All
submissions
-£108

Comment
submissions
£47
See graph C
Devon
County £139, Suffolk
County
without
Lowestoft £99
Simple
average of all
County
submissions
-£97
See graph E
This
submission
does not look
unreasonable

This
submission
does not look
unreasonable

All
submissions
£5.8m

Devon
County
£11m,
Suffolk
County
without
Lowestoft
£4.0 m
See graph
B

Thus this submission shows the lowest additional cost per head, but within that its staff
release costs and pay harmonisation cost do not look low. This comparison helped us to
focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional expenditure or expenditure
reductions.

4

Summary of issues raised

As well as reviewing in detail all the papers and documents which were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues

S151 certificates and issues raised
External advice to Norfolk
Retained balances levels for constituent authorities, and particularly Waveney, and the effect on
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projected retained balances for the new unitary
Council Tax equalisation
Level of vacancies
Split of external finance
ICT costs and savings, including contracts in place in constituent authorities
Pay harmonisation
Senior staff savings and support to CMT
Procurement savings
Savings in other services
Office accommodation rationalisation
Trading savings of wholly owned companies
The answers we gained have been taken into account in our overall analysis

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established
explanations to issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent
risks in the proposals which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such
reorganisations .We have completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to
consider their potential impact on the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead
authority and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our
modelling merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted
possible risks came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this
does give a contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to
be taken.
Table 3
Risk still inherent
Savings in non corporate areas may be optimistic

Income from Shared Services Trading £0.175m
In reply to our query , Norfolk have replied:

Action - Modelling
Reduce non
corporate savings by
20%
This may be reduced
as more unitaries are
in place locally delete from savings

The Shared Services model previously described has a good
track record of trading with other local authorities providing
them with the core services that our Norse Group of
Companies offer. We expect the Shared services vehicle to
also achieve trading income by selling services to other local
authorities in due course.
However, there will be less need arising from the unitary
solutions in Norfolk and Suffolk
Procurement
In reply to our query , Norfolk have said

Still feel this could
represent a risk –
reduce by 20%

‘The procurement savings are split into two distinct parts. The
first regards commodity goods and services spend of £30m.
This is almost all on a call off basis or annual contract.
Aggregating and migrating spend in this area is
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straightforward and does not entail a lot of work or expensive
procurement processes.
The second part involves longer term major contracts and in
house blue collar services. The in house services would
migrate to NCS, a wholly owned company, already providing
these services soon after Vesting Day. The remainder would
involve new contracts at the end of the current contractual
periods which fall due at various points during the first 4
years.’

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled

Indicator


Net savings over the
5 year period

 Ongoing savings of
(3.3% of base costs)



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances increase
over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £
remain as at end of
2013/14

6.

-£42.4m
(6.4% of
base costs)

-£47 per
head

-£21.2m

-£24 per
head

-£31.3m
£4.7% of
base costs)

-£17.1m
(2.6% of
base costs)

2.9
Years

3.2
Years

£33.2m

£22.3m

£64.6m

9.8% of
net base
costs

£53.7m

-£35 per
head

-£19 per
head

8.1% of net
base costs

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional
costs and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates
were exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure
reductions if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated.
Where submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)
Table 5
Additional
Additional
Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability
expenditure expenditure criteria 1
criteria 2
criteria 3
criteria 4
criteria 5
increases
reductions
Transitional Payback
Capital
Satisfactory Council
by
reduce by
costs
period
transitional balances
Tax
costs
10%
10%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
15%
15%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
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20%

20%

10%

Can reduce
by 44.8 %
and still
break even
overall

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Thus even if all estimates are not achieved by 20% - the outer limit of this broad analysis –
the transition plan will still meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.
Only where expenditure is seen to increase by 10% over present estimates and expenditure
reductions are under achieved by nearly half, whilst the transitional costs will still break even,
balances are predicted to dip below the prudent level in Year 2 ( and then only by £3.8m –
0.6% of net base budget for that year, a figure which should be manageable. We note that the
submission shows earmarked balances of £79m at inception)
This indicates that the submission looks likely to continue to meet the affordability criterion
even if the estimates are significantly at variance in the final outturn with those submitted.

7. Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

As submitted
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above

Affordability
criteria 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
criteria 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
criteria 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
criteria 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
criteria 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

So even after modelling additional costs of £11m, the modelled figures still appear likely to
meet the criteria.

8.
Comparison of Council Tax base figures with those
projected for the new unitary pattern.
There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent
authorities. We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in
the table below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place
in the constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which
would be necessary to achieve this level.
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Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total
Council Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted
£1,204

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,203

Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using
Apportioned Base expenditure and external finance
for the constituent authorities, brought together for
the new unitary

£1,207

Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission

£1199
£1199

Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in
the constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

£1162
( Breckland)
£11.6m per
annum

£1199
£1199

Thus the submission shows a Council Tax level below that of the average calculated by all
three methods, but is not lower than the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8
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9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the
affordability criteria as shown in the matrix below:
RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

Low

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission
yes

Medium

Score 1
This
submission
4.7%
1% - up to 3%

Category

High

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission
3.2 years

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2
This
submission
3.8%, 0.8%
above
recommended
level
Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

Below average
by over £5
Score 1
This
submission
£8 below
Below average
by up to £5

Score 2

At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 7

LOW RISK

Note 1 – If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole
assessment becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two
assessments is critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up
year 2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this
element.
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10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 Even after reducing certain savings which could be considered more risky, by significant
percentages, and adjusting for the modelled inherent risk issues above, the submission still
appears to likely to meet all affordability
10.2 The sensitivity analysis shows that the figures as submitted remain robust even at 20%
adverse variance
10.3 The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission is likely to be able to reduce
average Council tax as measured in the ways shown above, but will not be able to equalise at
the lowest level of Council Tax in place in 2007-8
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a factor in
meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. We note that whilst
unallocated balances will be close to the minimum level in years 1 and 2, even in the worse
case scenario (20% sensitivity) they are projected at 4.5% at year 3, and 5.9% at year 4 of
base costs in year 4 –above the Lead officer’s recommendation of 3%.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE
AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF
STATE
The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so
that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1

a) Transitional costs overall must be
more than offset over a period (“the payback
period”) by savings;

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved


b) The “payback period” must be no
more than 5 years;

Criterion 3

c) In each year, capital transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through
revenue resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4

d) In each year, other (i.e. revenue)
transitional costs incurred are to be financed
through a combination of the following
In year revenue savings arising as a
result of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue
savings that are additional to annual
efficiencies (e.g. Gershon savings)
which local authorities are expected to
make;
• drawing on available revenue
reserves, subject to ensuring that
satisfactory amounts remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or other potential
calls on reserves.
Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because
of the need to preserve a contingency
to meet future pressures and because
use of reserves adversely affects the
fiscal aggregates in a given year,
increasing spending but not receipts
and so placing further pressure on the
Government’s fiscal rules;
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e) The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally
without increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell

LOW RISK

November 2008

Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We
do not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other
person to whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly
agreed by our prior consent in writing.
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Graph A Savings in service costs (non corporate) £ per head
Expenditure reductions - County submissions only £ per head of population
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Norfolk County submissions are higher than other county submissions, and reflect a broad allocation to services
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Graph B
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Graph C Total additional Expenditure £ per Head
Additional expenditure per head - County only
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Graph D Staff release costs
Additional expenditure per head - County only
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Graph E Total reductions £ per Head
Expenditure reductions - County submissions only £ per head of population
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Graph F, G, and H Staff release costs per head of staff
released – all counties
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR TWO UNITARY
AUTHORITY PATTERN (A) NORFOLK REMAINDER
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 The submission received was based essentially on the assumptions and business case used
for the Norfolk County Unitary submissions. This reflected the lack of a champion or sponsor
for this pattern, and consequently a business case that did not explore the possible financial
opportunities that might be achievable from a two unitary authority pattern within Norfolk.
Significant risks were however identified within the submission, and if they came to pass they
would impact upon the financial reserves available and potentially the ability to delver savings
within the timescales required.
1.2 One significant outcome of the lack of a focused business case is the consideration of both
strategic management structures at director level and those at operational level and the
potential for “flatter” structures arising from a unitary formed of 2 District councils, and 4 part
District Councils together with a reduced County Council. This, undoubtedly, impacts upon
the considered assessment of potential expenditure reductions.
1.3 The population of this possible Two Unitary pattern would be approximately 487,600
compared with the Two Unitary pattern for Suffolk Unitary with Lowestoft (excluding Ipswich
and Felixstowe) population approximately 490,200, yet it’s predicted gross additional
expenditure is £46.7m compared with £37.2m, some £9.5m more.
1.4 A key reason for this difference appears to be the high additional staffing cost which for this
submission is predicted as £22m compared with an average predicted cost of £7.7m for the
13 submissions excluding the 3 Two Unitary pattern submissions for Norfolk. See Graphs A
&B
1.5 Gross expenditure reductions on the other hand are forecast as nearly £46m, broadly split
between Corporate (£22.2m) and Service costs (£23.5m) – the latter figure appears to be a
high proportion compared to other two unitary patterns led by Counties. However, no savings
are predicted to arise from the key services of Children’s and Adult Social Services, but in
those aligned to district services (highways, cultural services etc), and include management
reductions in those areas. See Graphs C & D
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The figures have not been assessed by any particular costed methodology as can be seen
from the following explanation: “We were not able to calculate savings by service area
because of lack of information about and differences between District services. The savings
themselves are a mix of staff and non-staff related savings. The total savings figures have
been empirically assessed. The actual amounts, however, that would in reality be achieved
under the service headings in the workbook is unknown and could only be estimated. We
took a pragmatic approach and divided savings across service headings in the Workbook
based on estimated size of function.”
1.6 The financial data, as submitted, indicated that this Pattern, even before allowing for the risks
associated with a reorganisation of this type, was unlikely to meet all of the criteria
determined by Secretary of State to assess the affordability of the submission. (see Table 1)
Yet by population size this Two Unitary pattern would be substantially larger than many
established unitary authorities that are affordable.
1.7 We have, therefore, modelled both the risks and opportunities that might be forthcoming from
this Unitary Pattern. We point out however that what opportunities we may have highlighted
are only very broad indicators, and must only be seen as such, and would not come to pass
without a champion for the pattern.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks and these
have helped us to review the figures provided. It can be seen that as submitted there was a net
cost, not a net saving over the transitional period. The key indicators are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net costs over the 5 year period
(note represents additional net costs)
 Ongoing savings of (2% of base
costs )


Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remaining as at end
of 2013/14

£0.9m

£2 per head

-£5.9m

-£12 per
head

Over 5 Years
£5.3m
£19.1m

5.4%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting
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3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following

This
submission
£96

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Average

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
Submissions
£87

£94

Devon two
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

All
Submissions
£108

2.2%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff
released

£21k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£6.8m

Devon
County
Unitary
and Devon
two unitary
pattern –
Devon
Remainder
£42k
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Suffolk
Unitary
Remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61
Norwich,
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

All
submissions
£5.8m

Issue
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population
Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population
Percentage
staffing
changes

Table 2
Comment
Average all
submissions
exc. Two
Unitary
Patterns (A)
£66
Single
Unitary
patterns
average
£82
May be
opportunities
to reduce
staff by
higher
percentage
May reflect
predominant
release of
middle
management
staff

Appears to
be consistent
with average

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues:
Lack of Section 151 certificates from constituent authorities
Treatment of potential costs of Combined Fire Authority
Explanation of increased staffing costs of £2,784m for Children’s Services, Adult Social Services
and Planning and Transportation. Same data in respect of £1.25m for each additional
Operational area
Explanation of costs relating to “Skills for Norfolk”, “Norfolk Learning for Life” and “Public Sector
Leadership Academy for Norfolk”
Disaggregation of External Finance
Staff Turnover figures to clarify the extent to which they include movement between Norfolk
authorities
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis

5.

Risks and Opportunities still inherent – modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations. Due to the
lack of sponsorship of this pattern, we believe that the opportunities that arise from such a
reorganisation have not been fully represented. For both risks and opportunities, we have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken – nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
and possible opportunities came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks and opportunities could
be higher or lower, this does give a contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order
for final decisions to be taken.
In particular, with regard to this submission, we have applied possible opportunities by using data
obtained from other championed two unitary submissions. Therefore it should not be assumed
that the model applied is sustainable, without further detailed work, and especially without a
sponsor.
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5.1

Risks modelled
Table 3 (a)
Risk still inherent
There is the risk that, due to the lack of a champion driving the
restructure and cooperation between the constituent
authorities, there would be a delay in savings being achieved
over the period. In addition, it is possible that staff turnover
figures include movement of staff between existing Norfolk
authorities. The advent of a unitary authority may reduce
turnover and consequent natural wastage. Taking these two
risks into account it is not unlikely that there may be a delay in
achieving the reductions estimated.
Other service cost savings also likely to be affected in a
similar manner and may be overstated. A reduction of 10% in
these areas is not unreasonable. See Graph D
We have compared the approach taken by Suffolk with that
taken by Norfolk in estimating the costs that may arise from a
Combined Fire Authority. The additional cost computed by
Norfolk assumes that the CFA would provide its own staffing
and that there would be no direct savings to the Norfolk
establishment, and that resultant savings have been
incorporated in overall staff savings. The Suffolk approach
gives rise to an estimated ongoing cost of £0.3m whilst the
Norfolk approach gives rise to an ongoing cost of £1.9m. We
consider that the cost arrived at by Norfolk may be too high.

5.2

Action – Modelling
Reduce savings in
staffing by 6 months
in the first year – net
effect £1.6m

Reduce other service
cost savings by 10%.
– net effect £2.3m
Reduce apportioned
CFA costs by 50% net effect £2m

Opportunities modelled
Table 3 (b)
Opportunities still to be explored
The costs of additional staffing to account for the
disaggregation of County services appears to be high when
compared with other submissions for Two Unitary
submissions. It is also likely to be higher than would be the
case if the possible unitary were championed by an authority
that would seek to constrain costs and provide for a leaner
overall management structure. This would also be applied to
the high cost of change management, even though that
expenditure may bring other benefits later. When compared
with other submissions a reduction of 50% may be possible.
See Graph B

Action – Modelling
Reduce additional
staff costs of
disaggregation of
County services and
change management
by 50% - net effect £9.6m

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks and factor in opportunities in the
way set out, this would affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
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As submitted
Council Tax at £1176

Indicator


Net costs/savings over
the 5 year period

£0.9m
cost

£ 2 per
head

-£6.7m
saving

-£14 per
head



Ongoing savings of (%
of base costs )

-£5.9m

-£12 per
head

-£7.8m

-£16 per
head



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances increase
over the 5 year period
by

5 Years

4.1 Years

£5.3m

£25m

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

£19.1m





6.

Table 4
As modelled
Council Tax at £1195

5.4% of net
base costs

£38.8m

10.8% of net
base costs

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

0%

0%

2.5%

2.5%

5%

5%

2.5%

Must over
achieve their
expenditure
reductions by 2%
to meet break
even for level of
funds required by
S151 officer
recommendation.

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
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Thus, even if all estimates are achieved as presented, the transition plan will fail to meet the
Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks and potential
opportunities on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks and opportunities as identified in
Tables 3(a) and 3(b) above on the 5 affordability criterion.

Criteria

As submitted – Council
Tax shown at £1176
Adjusted as per risk and
opportunities still inherent
and included in the
modelled issues shown
above – Council Tax
modelled at £1195 - £1
below the average
Council Tax after
modelling

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

When modelling the Council Tax we have used £1195, in order to preserve balances as much as
possible. Despite this, whilst the modelling produces a net reduction in costs of nearly £8m, it
even so requires that reserves will be applied in Year 1 of the transition period bringing them to a
level below the S151 officer’s recommendation in Year 1 by £2m. Additional reserves are
generated thereafter and by 2012/13 would be likely to be significantly above the level
recommended by the Sec 151 officer.
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8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with those
projected for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches are as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,197

£1,199

£1,199

£1176
£1176

£1,195
£1,195

£1,162
(Breckland)
£6.8m per
annum
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9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2
This
submission1.9%
Nil and below –
up to 1%

Score 2
This
submission
4.1 years
4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

Not fully
funded

Score 3

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below average
by up to £5

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3
2.9% ,0.6%
below
recommended
level

Score 1

Score 2
This
submission
£1 below
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 10

HIGH RISK
see note 1 below
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Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
Note 3 - We have applied possible opportunities to this submission by using data obtained from
other championed two unitary submissions. Therefore it should not be assumed that the model
applied is sustainable, without further detailed work, and especially without a sponsor. Note that
the risk matrix scores these submissions at high risk, even taking this modelling into account.

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1

The pattern as submitted, even before evaluating potential risks, leaves little or no margin
of error to meet the Secretary of State’s Affordability criterion, and the Business Case
would need to be redrawn from a point of view that explored the financial opportunities
that may exist for this unitary pattern of local government. Even with the opportunities
which we have highlighted ( which are indicators only), the absence of a sponsor or
champion to lead and implement a focused business plan would inevitably increase the
risk of failing to deliver to budget. It increases the risk that it is not likely to achieve the
affordability criterion.

10.2

The sensitivity analysis demonstrates that significant cost savings need to be forthcoming
from the chosen operational methods and organisational structures proposed for this
unitary pattern to meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion. Without a sponsor
or champion for this pattern, it is unlikely that an alternative approach will be developed
within the timescales allowed.

10.3

The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission as submitted will not be able to
reduce to the lowest Council Tax in place whilst enabling additional costs to be met from
expenditure reductions nor will satisfactory balances be retained. The submission will not
be able to reduce to the average Council Tax. To reduce to the lowest level would cost
£6.8m per annum.

10.4

A reorganisation of this kind is in itself a very significant task and the effort and resources
which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be
a factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best of planning.
Whilst there are difficulties in year 1, we note that unallocated balances will even in the
worse case scenario be 5.3% of base costs by year 4 – 1.8% above the Lead officer’s
recommended level.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE
This table has been prepared taking into account the difficulties arrived at in the concluding
comments. We have applied possible opportunities to this submission by using data obtained
from other championed two unitary submissions. Therefore it should not be assumed that the
model applied is sustainable, without further detailed work, and especially without a sponsor.
Note that the risk matrix scores this submission at high risk.
The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Only likely to be achieved after
Criterion 1
possible opportunity modelling
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2


Only likely to be achieved after
possible opportunity modelling

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3



Likely to be achieved

 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:



Unlikely to be achieved



• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
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reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;


The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5


Only likely to be achieved after
possible opportunity modelling

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax on average, as
advised by the Boundary Committee.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

HIGH RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - Comparison of Staffing Costs £ per Head
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Graph B - Comparison of Costs of Additional Staffing (£m)
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Graph C – Comparison of Corporate Costs Expenditure Reduction (£m)
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£m

Graph D – Comparison of Services Expenditure Reduction (£m)
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR TWO UNITARY
AUTHORITY PATTERN (A) NORWICH GREAT
YARMOUTH AND LOWESTOFT SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 The submission received was based essentially on the assumptions and business case used
for the Norfolk County Unitary submissions. This reflected the lack of a champion or sponsor
for this pattern, and consequently no business case that explored the possible financial
opportunities that might be achievable from a two unitary authority pattern within Norfolk.
Significant risks were however identified within the submission, and if they came to pass they
would significantly impact upon the financial reserves available and potentially the ability to
deliver savings within the timescales required.
1.2 One highly significant outcome of the lack of a focused business case is the consideration of
both strategic management structures at director level and those at operational level and the
potential for “flatter” structures arising from a unitary formed of 2 District Councils, and 4 part
District Councils together with a reduced Norfolk County Council, and part of Suffolk County
Council. This, undoubtedly, impacts upon the considered assessment of potential
expenditure reductions.
1.3 The population of this possible Two Unitary pattern would be approximately 414,200
compared with the Two Unitary pattern for Suffolk Unitary Remainder population
approximately 412,900, yet its predicted gross additional expenditure is £45.8m compared
with £35.5m, some £10.3m more.
1.4 A key reason for this substantial difference appears to be the exceptionally high additional
staffing cost which for this submission is predicted as £24.9m compared with £5.4m for the
Suffolk Unitary Remainder submission, and an average predicted cost of £7.7m for the 13
submissions excluding the 3 Two Unitary pattern (A) submissions for Norfolk. See Graphs A
&B
1.5 Gross expenditure reductions on the other hand are forecast as £40m broadly split between
Corporate (£18m) and Service costs (£20m) – the latter figure appears to be a high
proportion. However, no savings are predicted to arise from the key services of Children’s
and Adult Social Services, but in those aligned to district services (highways, cultural services
etc), and include management reductions in those areas. See Graphs C & D
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The figures have not been assessed by any particular costed methodology as can be seen
from the following explanation: “We were not able to calculate savings by service area
because of lack of information about and differences between District services. The savings
themselves are a mix of staff and non-staff related savings. The total savings figures have
been empirically assessed. The actual amounts, however, that would in reality be achieved
under the service headings in the workbook is unknown and could only be estimated. We
took a pragmatic approach and divided savings across service headings across service
headings in the Workbook based on estimated size of function.”
1.6 The financial data, as submitted, indicated that this Pattern, even before allowing for the risks
associated with a reorganisation of this type, was unlikely to meet all of the criteria
determined by Secretary of State to assess the affordability of the submission. Yet by
population size this Two Unitary pattern would be substantially larger than many established
unitary authorities that are affordable.
1.7 It is a requirement that when two or more unitary authorities are created within a county area
that a Combined Fire Authority (CFA) is created. So far as this review is concerned, the
requirement applies only to Norfolk and Suffolk, Devon fire services are already administered
by a Devon and Somerset CFA.
The creation of two or more unitary solutions in either Norfolk or Suffolk would require the
establishment of a CFA and both Counties have agreed that this would be the case.
During the course of our review we have noted that the approach taken by Norfolk and
Suffolk in developing the potential cost of a CFA has been substantially different resulting in
significant variations in the likely projected costs. The Suffolk approach projects set up and
ongoing costs up to the end of 2013/14 of £1.8m – whilst the Norfolk approach projects an
equivalent figure of £7.7m. We have addressed this in our modelling.
1.8 We have, therefore, modelled both the risks and opportunities that might be forthcoming from
this Unitary Pattern.
1.9 In reviewing this submission, we have not considered specifically the approach taken by
Greater Norwich, due to the difficulties with that submission as highlighted in that review.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks and these
have helped us to review the figures provided. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net costs over the 5 year period

£7.8m

£19 per head



-£3.4m

-£8 per head



Ongoing savings of (1.1% of base
costs )

Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances decrease over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remaining as at end
of 2013/14 (balances are negative)

Over 5 Years
-£17.5m
-£0.2m

-0.1%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14
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Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following

This
submission
£111

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Average

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
Submissions
£87

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£92

Devon two
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
Remainder
excluding
Lowestoft

All
Submissions
£108

Percentage
staffing
changes

1.4%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff
released

£21k

Devon
County
and Devon
two unitary
pattern –
Devon
Remainder
£42k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£5.3m

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£12m

Issue
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£61
Norwich,
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

Table 2
Comment
Average all
submissions
exc. Two
Unitary
Patterns (A)
is £66 – this
submission is
high
Single
Unitary
patterns
average
£82

May be
opportunities
to reduce
staff by
higher
percentage

All
submissions
£5.8m

May reflect
predominant
release of
middle
management
staff
Same as
Norfolk
Remainder
Pattern (A)
Appears to
be consistent
with average

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our covering the following issues:
Lack of Section 151 certificates from constituent authorities
Treatment of potential costs of Combined Fire Authority
Explanation of increased staffing costs of £2,784m for Children’s Services, Adult Social Services
and Planning and Transportation. Same data in respect of £1.25m for each additional
Operational area
Explanation of costs relating to “Skills for Norfolk”, “Norfolk Learning for Life” and “Public Sector
Leadership Academy for Norfolk”
Disaggregation of External Finance
Staff Turnover figures to clarify the extent to which they include movement between Norfolk
authorities
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis

5.

Risks and Opportunities still inherent – modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations. Due to the
lack of sponsorship of this pattern, we believe that the opportunities that arise from such a
reorganisation have not been fully represented. For both risks and opportunities, we have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken – nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
5.1

Risks modelled
Table 3 (a)
Risk still inherent
There is the risk that due to the lack of a champion, driving the
restructure, and cooperation between the constituent
authorities that there would be a delay in savings been
achieved over the period. In addition it is possible that staff
turnover figures include movement of staff between existing
Norfolk authorities. The advent of a unitary authority may
reduce turnover and consequent natural wastage by a
considerable amount. Taking these two risks into account it is
not unlikely that there may be a delay in achieving the
reductions estimated.

Action – Modelling

Reduce savings in
staffing by 6 months
in the first year – net
effect £0.7m

Other service cost savings also likely to be affected in a

Reduce other service
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similar manner and be overstated. A reduction 10% in these
areas is not unreasonable. See Graph D
We have compared the approach taken by Suffolk with that
taken by Norfolk in estimating the costs that may arise from a
Combined Fire Authority. The additional cost computed by
Norfolk assumes that the CFA would provide its own staffing
and that there would be no direct savings to the Norfolk
establishment, and that resultant savings have been
incorporated in overall staff savings. The Suffolk approach
gives rise to an estimated ongoing cost of £0.3m whilst the
Norfolk approach gives rise to an ongoing cost of £1.9m. We
consider that the cost arrived at by Norfolk may be too high.
5.2

cost savings by 10%.
– net effect £2.0m

Reduce apportioned
CFA costs by 50% net effect £1.8m

Opportunities modelled
Table 3 (b)
Opportunities still to be explored
The costs of additional staffing to account for the
disaggregation of County services appears to be high when
compared with other submissions for Two Unitary
submissions. It is also likely to be higher than would be the
case if the possible unitary were championed by an authority
that would seek to constrain costs and provide for a leaner
overall management structure. This would also be applied to
the high cost of change management, even though that
expenditure may bring other benefits later. When compared
with other submissions a reduction of 50% may be possible.
See Graph B
Note: The submission incorporated Council Tax increasing
from the assessed average level of £1,215 to £1,229 in year 1
and £1,230 thereafter. The modelling assumes that Council
Tax will be set at £1,214 from year 1 onwards - £1 below the
average

Action – Modelling

Reduce additional
staff costs of
disaggregation of
County services and
change management
by 50% - net effect £10.4m

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks and factor in opportunities in the
way set out, this would affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled

Indicator


Net costs/savings over
the 5 year period

£7.8m

£ 18.75
per head

-£1.6m

-£3.88
per head



Ongoing savings of (%
of base costs )

-£3.4m

-£8.32 per
head

-£5.8m

-£14.06
per head



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances used over
the 5 year period by

Over 5
Years

4.7 Years

-£17.5m

-£16.6m

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

-£0.2m




-0.1% of
net base

£0.7m

0.2% of
net base
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costs

6.

costs

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

10%

Must over
achieve their
expenditure
reductions by
20.4% to meet
break even for
level of funds
required by S151
officer
recommendation,
but are unlikely
to meet other
criteria.

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Thus even if all estimates are achieved – the transition plan is unlikely to meet the Secretary of
State’s affordability criterion.
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7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks and potential
opportunities on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks and opportunities as identified in
Tables 3(a) and 3(b) above on the 5 affordability criterion.

Criteria

As submitted
Adjusted as per risk and
opportunities still inherent
and included in the
modelled issues shown
above

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

The modelling produces a net reduction in costs of £9.4m and even so requires that reserves will
have been almost fully applied by the end of the transition period, reducing to £0.7m - a situation
that would not be sustainable.
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8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with those
projected for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches are as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,214

£1,212

£1,215

£1,229
£1,230

£1,214
£1,214

£1,180
(Waveney)
£6.7m per
annum
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9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:

RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
1
Assessment

Category

Low

Medi um

High

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission:4.7 years

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3
This
submission:+0.5%

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below average
by up to £5

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3
1.6%, 1.9%
below
recommended
level

Score 1

Score 2
This
submission
£1 below
average
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 11

HIGH RISK
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Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 The pattern as submitted, even before evaluating potential risks, would not meet the
Secretary of State’s Affordability criterion, and the Business Case would need to be
redrawn from a point of view that explored the financial opportunities that may exist for
this unitary pattern of local government. The absence of a sponsor or champion to lead
and implement a focused business plan would inevitably increase the risk of failing to
deliver to budget.
10.2 The sensitivity analysis demonstrates that significant cost savings need to be
forthcoming from the chosen operational methods and organisational structures
proposed for this unitary pattern to meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.
Without a sponsor or champion for this pattern, it is unlikely that an alternative
approach will be developed within the timescales allowed.
10.3 The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission will neither be able to reduce to
the lowest Council Tax in place, nor will it be able to reduce to the average Council
Tax. To reduce to the lowest level would cost £6.7m per annum.
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is in itself a very significant task and the effort and
resources which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant
balances will be a factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the
best of planning. We note that unallocated balances will in the worse case scenario be
0.2% of base costs – 3.3% below the Lead officer’s recommended level.
10.5 Even after modelling opportunities using as a guideline data from other Two Unitary
submissions this pattern is highly unlikely to meet the Secretary of State’s Affordability
criterion.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:
 Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Not Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

HIGH RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - Comparison of Staffing Costs £ per Head
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Graph B - Comparison of Costs of Additional Staffing (£m)
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Graph C – Comparison of Corporate Costs Expenditure Reduction (£m)
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£m

Graph D – Comparison of Services Expenditure Reduction (£m)
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR NORFOLK PATTERN B GREATER NORWICH UNITARY SUBMISSION
1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 In reconciling the base figures used in the submissions from Norfolk County, for “Two Unitary
Pattern B Norfolk Remainder”, and Norwich City, for “Two Unitary Pattern B Greater
Norwich”, we identified that the two were not using the same figures, and that consequently
there was a disparity of £7.1m.
The variance was substantially as follows:
Service or grant

Norfolk County
implied
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
£m

Norwich City
apportionment to
Greater Norwich

Difference

£m
£m
Children’s Services (Education)
Specific grants
Net difference







143.3
-120.3

156.8
-140.9

13.5
-20.6
-7.1

We note that Norwich have used a paper from DCLG which describes a fall back
arrangement in reorganised authorities where there is no agreement between the two
sides. We note that the paper relates to RSG and does not directly relate to specific
grants.
We have been told by Norwich that if the disaggregation calculated by County were
to be realised, they would still be able to provide a good service, since this would
reflect their present funding from County.
However, if this were the case, the budget for Pattern B Greater Norwich would have
to increase by up to £7m which would have fallen on the Council Tax. This is
equivalent to about £100 per Council Tax payer. The submission presently shows
Council Tax at £1181; £56 less than the average Council tax in place in 2007 (see
Table 7).
We have not been able to get agreement from Norfolk and Norwich on this
apportionment. We have therefore evaluated both this submission and the
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submission as presented by Norfolk, and then noted what the effect might be if the
disaggregation were not to be as each submission predicts.
This is dealt with in more detail in the separate Summary Report. Our concluding
comments on this issue are shown at Paragraph 10 below.

1.2 Combined Fire Authority (CFA)
a. The setting up of a two unitary pattern in Norfolk would require the establishment
of a new CFA which would precept on the two unitaries. Norfolk County (lead
authority for the other unitary in this pattern B) have calculated that there will be
additional ongoing costs of £1.9m. This is disputed by Norwich. The effect on
Norwich is £0.4m per annum.
b. We have compared the cost of the CFA as put forward by Norfolk with the costs
put forward for the Suffolk CFA, and note they are widely dissimilar in both set up
costs and ongoing running costs. ( Suffolk’s ongoing cost estimate is £0.3m
compared with Norfolk’s £1.9m
c. We have considered this issue in our modelling below.
1.3 The overall transition plan as submitted makes net savings over the period of only £3.2m
–2.1% of net expenditure, and £14 per head of population of the new unitary (see graph
A ) It appears that the submission is sensitive to relatively minor levels of change in
estimate (see table 5)
1.4 Savings are predicated on substantial additional investment over the period through
Norwich’s PFI ICT supplier and partner. Whilst the additional costs will be equalised over
a 15 year period, the annual additional costs of £1.8m rising to £2.8m ongoing totalling
£12.9m in the transitional period, are far higher than any other submission (see graph B)
We have been told by Norwich that ’this covers both transition and transformation costs
which include elements of one-off and ongoing costs’ . They state that the savings that
arise will provide ‘long term benefits to the people of a Greater Norwich and do not just
reflect an overhaul of Norwich City Councils current IT systems’. It is clear therefore that
the costs and savings are not wholly related to the transition, but are inextricably linked.
We have established with Norwich that the new arrangement is not as yet formally
approved, and is at business plan stage.
1.5 Norwich has included investment for this purpose in Lead up Year 1(£1.8)
1.6 Staff reductions of 7.3% are higher than any other submission and lead to ongoing
savings of over £7m per year. Much of this is based on not filling c.50% of vacancies
through natural wastage, enabled by the IT investment, and is predicted by an efficiency
model calculated by their external partner, arising from the investment in IT, and in the
main is expected to be in place from day 1(see graphs C, D and E) They may arise later
than expected and we have taken this into account in our modelling.
1.7 Staff release costs equate to £6k per head of staff released. This is a very low figure
when compared to the other submissions (see graph F, G and H) and we have taken this
into account in our modelling.
1.8 Norwich has not updated its balances to outturn 2008-9. Since all other Norfolk
workbooks have included balances updated to outturn we have taken this into account in
our modelling.
1.9 The submission as presented includes a Council Tax at £1,181. This is achieved directly
because the disaggregation of education and specific grants is presented as favourable
to Greater Norwich. A Council Tax of this level is not sustainable when modelling is
applied and would give rise to low balances. We have therefore remodelled the Council
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Tax at £1,236, i.e. £1 below the average Council Tax as measured by our method 3
analysis (see table 4), in order to protect balances as far as possible.
1.10 If the disaggregation were worse than submitted for this unitary, the position would be
more difficult as shown above.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:

Indicator


Net savings over the 5 year period



Ongoing savings of (2.1% of base
costs )



Payback period of years (see note
1)
Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
Balances of £ remain as at end of 2013

Table 1
Figures as submitted with
Council Tax at £1181
-£3.2m
-£14 per
head of
population
-£3.0m
-£14 per
head of
population
3.8 years
£3.5m
£15.1m

9.8% of base
expenditure

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following:
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
Issue
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population
Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£168

£183

This
submission
- Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168
Devon 2
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Average of
two unitary
submissions
£98

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61

All
submissions
£108

Average of
two unitary
submissions
£119
- this
submission is
the second
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Issue

This
submission

Percentage
staffing
changes

7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£6k

Pay
Harmonisation

£0.8m

Highest
submission

This
submission
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%
Devon
County
Unitary
and Devon
two
Pattern
Devon
Remainder
£42k
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Lowest
Submission

Average

highest of all
submissions
This
submission is
the highest

Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

This
submission
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

Comment

This
submission is
the lowest

£5.8m

See graph I
for
comparator
costs per
average staff
levels over
the transition
period

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
Greater Norwich has the highest staff release percentage with the lowest staff release cost of all
submissions. It also has the highest additional cost, and the second highest reduction, of any
submission per head of population.

4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our covering the following issues:
Effect of the Combined Fire Authority ( CFA)
Split of Net Expenditure and Specific grants between Norfolk County and Greater Norwich
Balances estimates as at 1/4/2008
Size of the proposed CMT
Provision of professional support for the CMT
Vacancy percentages
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Overall staff reductions level
Level of natural staff wastages
Staff release costs
Accommodation costs
IT costs and proposed savings arising
Localisation
Pay harmonisation
Costs of a new CMT establishment and the savings that would arise

The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks still inherent and cost reductions - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk still inherent and reductions in cost which may be
possible
Staff savings appear high and optimistically in place from day
1, and based on an efficiency model provided by an external
partner. High levels of natural wastage arising from staff
turnover are also assumed.
Efficiency savings are assumed from day 1 - £6.9m rising to
£7.3m – though investment begins in the previous year this
could be optimistic
Staff release costs appear too low, and also take high natural
wastage levels into account. Discounting the highest and
lowest calculations in the submissions the average is about
£30k per staff released – some 5 times as high as the Norwich
calculation. Whilst Norwich say they will take steps to control
this, the difference is significant
Balances at 1/4/2008 have not been adjusted to actual
Combined Fire Authority – Norfolk’s ongoing costs of £1.9m

Action
Reduce savings for
staff by 10% and
delay by 6 months
Reduce savings by
10% and delay by 6
months
Increase staff release
cost by 100%

Adjust to actual as
1/4/2008
Reduce by half
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( of which £0.4m affects this submission) look too high when
compared to Suffolk’s (£0.3m)

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled
Council Tax set at £1181
Council Tax set at £1236
Indicator
£56 below present
– i.e. £1 lower than
average level
present average level
£4.6m loss
-£3.2m
 Net savings over
£21.04 per
-£14
(3.0% of
(2.1% of
the 5 year period
head of
per head of
base
base
population
population
costs)
costs)
 Ongoing savings
-£ 10.78 per
-£14 per
of (% of base
-£3.0m
-£2.4m
head of
head of
costs )
2.0%
1.5%
population
population





Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances increase
over the 5 year
period by
Balances of £
remain as at end
of 2013/14

Over 5
years

3.8

£12.7m

£3.5m

£15.1m

9.8% of net
base costs
at 2013/14

£24.4m

15.5% of net
base costs at
2013/14

The net effect of the risks and opportunities we have modelled is £7.8m, 5.1% of base costs.
But movements of only 2.2% of base cost (or in other words a reduction of only 8% of all the
savings projected) would mean that the submitted plan does not break even.
So modelling the risks - together with the possible reductions in costs - identified above, means
that the transitional cost are unlikely to be met by transitional savings in the period, and
consequently the payback period is over 5 years. This is so, despite the modelling being set to
increase Council Tax to the level of £1 below the present average (£1236), compared with the
submission figure of £56 below the present average (£1181).
These figures are dependent on the disaggregation of education costs and specific grants being
as predicted by Norwich. If that were not to be the case, Council Tax could increase by up to
£100.

6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
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if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

As submitted
5%

5%

10%

10%

10%

Have to
increase
by 1.3 %
to still
break even
overall

Affordability
criteria 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 5
Affordability
criteria 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Affordability
criteria 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Affordability
criteria 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
criteria 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met

Thus if all estimates are not achieved by 5% - a relatively small change – the transition plan will
not meet 2 of the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion as submitted.
At 10% change, it would not meet a further 1 criteria.
The leeway if expenditure estimates do increase by 10%, is very low - expenditure reductions
would need to increase by 1.3% to break even – the minimum level to meet criteria 1.
This demonstrates that the submission is unlikely to be robust to adverse performance compared
with forecasts.
Even if the Council Tax was increased to £1236 -£1 below the present average as measured by
method 3 (table 7), balances are not likely to meet the criteria in year 1.
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7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.
Table 6

Criteria

As submitted – Council
Tax at £1181
Adjusted as per modelled
risk assessed to be still
inherent , and including
possible reductions in
cost, shown above (Table
3) – Council Tax at £1236

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Thus the effect of modelling relatively small changes in estimates arising from the risks indicated
above is that criteria 1 and 2 are unlikely to be met. Even when the Council Tax is set at £1236,
£1 below the present average, the submission is still unlikely to achieve criteria 1 and 2 when
modelling is applied.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1236

£1231

£1237
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Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

£1181
£1181

£1236
£1236

£1207
-£1.9m per
annum saving

+£2.1m cost

The Greater Norwich submission as presented makes a reduction of £56 against the average
Council Tax as calculated by the workbook. However, this is dependent upon the disaggregation
of Education spending and Education specific grants being finalised as estimated by Norwich. As
has been seen above, this disaggregation is very different from the figures used by Norfolk
County when they were preparing the submission of Norfolk Pattern B Norfolk remainder.
If the figures are not as predicted by Norwich, but are as predicted by Norfolk, the saving will not
only disappear, but an extra cost of about £100 on the Council tax would have to be factored in.
There is therefore a high risk associated with these figures at present.
As mentioned above, when modelling takes place, the Council Tax level of £1181 becomes
unsustainable due to low balances. We have therefore modelled the Council Tax figure at £1236 £1 below the average as calculated by method 3 above. Balances are still below the level
required by the S151 officer in year 1.

9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3
This
submission:
+3.0%

Score 3
This
submission:
Over 5 years

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below average
by up to £5

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3
This
submission
-0.1% below
recommended
level

Score 1

Score 2
This
submission:
£1 below
when Council
Tax is
modelled at
£1236
(compared to
£1181 as
submitted)
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 12

HIGH RISK
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Note 1 – If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
Note 3 – This assessment takes no account of the possible further difficulty which may be caused
by the disaggregation of Education expenditure and grants

10 Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants
10.1 Our analysis has shown the submission for Greater Norwich is sensitive to relatively
small changes in outcome from those estimated at submission. This is due in part to the
relationship between high levels of investment needed to achieve high levels of savings.
Whilst over all the submission as presented makes a small return of £3.2m over the 5 year
period, this is only 2% of base costs, and only £14 per head of population
10.2 Council Tax is shown to reduce from the present level by a very large figure - £56 much more than any other submission. But this is the result of taking a different view (from
Norfolk County’s view when preparing Pattern B Norfolk remainder) on disaggregation
particular of Education spending and grants. It is not clear that ths would be the case in the
final analysis.
10.3 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources
which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a
factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. We note
that whilst balances are low in year 1, they can be shown to be above the Lead Officers
recommended minimum level, even with additional modelled risks, in later years.
10.4 However, this is dependent on the disaggregation of education spending and education
specific grants being as predicted by Norwich. Whilst Norwich have stated that they still feel
that they would be able to provide good service with the disaggregation being closer to that
put forward by Norfolk County, this would have an affect on these figures by up to £100 on
the Council Tax.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Not Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2





Not Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.



Criterion 3



Likely to be achieved



Unlikely to be achieved

 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
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further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;


The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax on average as
advised by the Boundary Committee

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

HIGH RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A Total net position £ per head of population
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Submission
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The graph illustrates that the net savings over the transition period for Greater Norwich, though by no means the lowest is low at £14
per head of population. If modelled risks and reductions are included this becomes a cost of £21.
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Graph B IT – all costs including staff
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The graph illustrates the very significant investment which is to take lace to achieve the savings in the submission. The cost shown is
the aggregate cost of the annual It costs in the transitional period. These costs continue for a further 10 years.
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The following three graphs illustrate the high level of staff reductions in the Greater Norwich submission

Graph C Staff changes percentages – as submitted - Norfolk
Percentage s taffing change
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Graph D Staff changes percentages – as submitted - Devon
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Graph E Staff changes percentages – as submitted - Suffolk
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The following three graphs illustrate the lo level of staff release costs in the Greater Norwich submission

Graph F Staff release cost per staff released – as submitted -Norfolk
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Graph G Staff release cost per staff released – as submitted - Devon
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Graph H Staff release cost per staff released – as submitted - Suffolk
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Graph I Pay harmonisation per average staff levels over the transitional period
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The graph illustrates that the pay harmonisation costs included in the Greater Norwich submission are the lowest per average staff levels over the
transition period
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Simple
Average

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR NORFOLK PATTERN B –
NORFOLK REMAINDER SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 At 682k population, if approved this non – County rural unitary would be the largest by far in
the country. There is only one other similar sized unitary submission in this round – Rural
Devon (562k). A Metropolitan Authority of comparable population size is Leeds at 0.7m.
1.2 In reconciling the base figures used in the submissions from Norfolk County, for “Two Unitary
Pattern B Norfolk Remainder”, and Norwich City, for “Two Unitary Pattern B Greater
Norwich”, we identified that the two were not using the same figures, and that consequently
there was a disparity of £7.1m.
The variance was substantially as follows:
Service or grant

Children’s Services (Education)
Specific grants
Net difference






Norfolk County
implied
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
£m
143.3
-120.3

Norwich City
apportionment
to Greater
Norwich
£m
156.8
-140.9

Difference

£m
13.5
-20.6
-7.1

If Norfolk County had used the apportionments as calculated by Norwich, the budget
for Pattern B Norfolk remainder would have increased by some £7m which would
have fallen on the Council Tax. This is equivalent to about £29 per Council Tax
payer. The submission presently shows Council Tax at £1,190; £9 less than the
average Council tax in place in 2007 (see Table 7).
We have not been able to get agreement from Norfolk and Norwich on this
apportionment. We have therefore evaluated both this submission and the
submission as presented by Greater Norwich as presented to us, and then noted
what the effect might be if the disaggregation was not finally to be as each
submission predicts.
This is dealt with in more detail in the separate Summary Report. Our concluding
comments on this issue in this report are shown at Paragraph 10.
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1.3

Combined Fire Authority (CFA)
 Setting up a two unitary pattern in Norfolk will require the establishment of a new
CFA which will precept on the two unitaries. Norfolk County (lead authority for this
pattern B Norfolk remainder submission) have calculated that there will be additional
ongoing costs of £1.9m.
 We have compared the cost of the CFA as put forward by Norfolk with the costs put
forward for the Suffolk CFA, and note they are widely dissimilar in both set up costs
and ongoing running costs. ( Suffolk’s ongoing cost estimate is £0.3m compared to
Norfolk’s £1.9m )
 We have considered this issue in our modelling below.

1.4 This submission has been based on the County’s own submission then adjusted for the
difference in size - this is the same approach that has been used for the other submissions
led by County in Norfolk Pattern A. Staff release cost have been calculated on the same
basis as the County submission and base figures are consistent with that – see graphs A
and B
1.5 Similarly, pay harmonisation costs are significant but in line with the other County
submissions – see graph H
rd
1.6 It seems reasonable that an authority of this size - (0.6m, about 2/3 the size of the whole
County) - would reflect more the senior staffing structure of a present county than a smaller
authority. However, whilst the additional staffing attributed to this submission is lower than in
Pattern A due the difference in size (this submission is about 50% larger by population than
Pattern A submissions), this submission’s additional staffing cost equates to £20 per head of
population, compared with the two unitary submissions prepared by Suffolk (£13), which
again is about 2/3rd of that County’s by population see graph C. Pattern B’s figures are
however lower than Devon’s. We have considered this in our modelling.
1.7 Conversely, other costs appear to be lower. IT costs in Norfolk are estimated to be
substantially lower than required in Suffolk and Devon – see graph F and we have
considered this in our modelling.
1.8 Savings in staffing and services have been calculated in a similar way to that relating to the
County, so the figures come from work which has already taken place. The Shared Services
Business Case is the result of a piece of work commissioned by Norfolk County Council into
the feasibility of bringing together all services in the County Council and the 7 Districts into a
new delivery vehicle which would be a trading company, wholly owned by the County
Council, joining the Group of Companies already owned and run by the County Council.
Whilst there is therefore a basis for these projections they may however seem a little
optimistic and we have taken this into account in our modelling.
1.9 However, although they may be broad allocations because of the high level approach the
County have taken to all their submissions, savings in non corporate areas are high when
compared to other County lead two unitary patterns – see graph G. Again we have
considered this in our modelling

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
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Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period

-£18.5m



-£13.1m

Ongoing savings of (2.7% of base
costs )



Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

-£12 per
head
-£19 per
head

3.5 Years
£21.2m
£40.9m

8.1%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
submission submission Submission
Issue
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population
Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population
Percentage
staffing
changes

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£69

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

£96

Devon 2
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder £61

All
submissions
£108

3.4%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

£23k

Devon
County
Unitary
and Devon
two
Pattern
Devon
Remainder

Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft –
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Average for
Norfolk
County lead
submissions

Average for
Norfolk
County lead
submissions
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Issue

This
submission

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Average

Comment

£5.8m

In line with
other Norfolk
County lead
submissions

£42k
Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£9m

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£12m

Devon Two
Unitary
pattern
Exeter and
Exmouth
£0.9m

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.

4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues, some of which we
sought when reviewing the Norfolk County submission on which this submission is based:

S151 certificates
External advice to Norfolk
Council Tax equalisation
Level of vacancies
ICT costs and savings, including contracts in place in constituent authorities
Pay harmonisation
Senior staff savings
Procurement savings
Savings in other services
Office accommodation rationalisation
Trading savings of wholly owned companies
General savings levels
Education expenditure and Specific Grants disaggregation
Combined Fire Authority costs
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
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came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk and opportunities still inherent
Additional staff requirements have been calculated using the
County staffing model and applying this proportionately.
Though this would be a very large unitary at 0.6m population
this approach may still give rise to higher staffing levels than
may be applied when actually implemented, and Norfolk
recognise this in the submission. We have assumed a
marginal reduction for modelling purposes
Procurement savings are a high contributor to overall savings
and may be optimistic

Action - Modelling
Reduce additional
staffing by 10%

Savings in non corporate areas are the result of an allocation ,
but overall savings levels still could be high
Combine Fire authority costs calculated by Norfolk total £1.9m
ongoing, compared to Suffolk’s calculation for the same
requirement of £0.3m.
IT costs seem low, even though they will be based on the
present County platform, The submission also includes a
reduction in IT staff from present combined levels

Reduce savings by
20%
Reduce the element
relating to this
submission by 50%
Increase IT costs by
100% - still well
below the average for
two unitary costs

Reduce savings by
20%

Since the level of balances is an issue for this submission we have modelled on the basis
that the Council Tax level would be set at £1198 – i.e. £1 below the present level. This has
the effect of protecting balances.
If additional provision was then made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this
would affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled
Council Tax at £1190
Council Tax at £1198 –
Indicator
i.e. £1 below present
average level
-£12.5m
 Net savings over the 5 -£18.5m
(2.48% of
-£27 per
-£18 per
year period
(3.66% of
head
base
head
base costs)
costs)
 Ongoing savings of
-£19 per
-£16 per
-£13.1m
-£11.1m
head
head
 Payback period of
3.8 Years
3.5 Years
years ( see note 1
above)
 Balances increase
over the 5 year period
£22.9m
£21.2m
by


Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

£40.9m

8.1% of net
base costs

£42.6m

8.4% of
net base
costs

Balances are exactly at the level of recommended minimum balances in year 1 as submitted
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6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs

5%

5%

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

10%

10%

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

15%

15%

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

20%

20%

Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

Likely to be
met

10%

Can reduce
by 21%
and still
break even
overall

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

As sensitivity is applied the shortfall in balances increases
– At 5% balances in year 1 have lower than the recommended level by
£4.2m
– at 10% both years 1 and 2 have lower than recommended balances £5.5m and £1.2 m respectively even when modelled at a Council tax of
£1198 ( £1 below the present average level)
– at 15% the position worsens in each of years 1 and 2 to £6.9m and
£4.0m
– at 20% the position worsens further in each of years 1 and 2 to £8.3m
and £6.7m, and the transition plan itself fails to break even
– yet for each level of sensitivity year 3 and 4 see a return to acceptable
balances levels
This indicates that the submission may be likely to fail to meet the affordability criterion at levels
of sensitivity of 5% and above. This is quite low in terms of possible changes in estimates, and
indicates the submission may not be robust to change.
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7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.

Criteria

As submitted
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances
Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Again, since the figures as submitted require balances at the minimum recommended level in
year 1, as modelling is applied there will be difficulty regarding acceptable levels of balances in
year 1 and year 2. As modelled here, with the Council Tax set at £1198 to protect balances as far
as possible there is still a shortfall of £3.8m in year 1.
Higher levels of modelling will increase the strain on this solution.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1195

£1196

£1199
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Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

£1190
£1190

£1198
£1198

£1162
£6.8m
Breckland

Thus the figures as submitted show a Council Tax level below the averages calculated by each of
the three methods. However, the submission is higher than the lowest level of the present Council
Taxes in the constituent authorities.
When the Council Tax in modelled at £1198, to preserve balances as far as possible, it is only
lower than the average when calculated using method 3.

9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2
This
submission:
2.48%
Nil and below –
up to 1%

Score 2
This
submission:
3.8 years
4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

Not fully
funded

5-7
8-10
11 and above

Score 3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below average
by up to £5

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3
This
submission
2.5%, 0.75%
below
recommended
level

Score 1

Score 2
This
submission:
£1 below
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score is 10

HIGH RISK
See note 1 below

Note 1 – If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
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Note 3 – This assessment takes no account of the possible further difficulty which may be caused
the disaggregation of Education expenditure and grants

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 This submission has been based on the assumptions used by the Norfolk County
submission. Norfolk themselves accept that if different assumptions were used there
would be different outcomes.
10.2 However, we have applied modelling tests to the submitted figures, and even after
reducing expenditure reasonably, and making adjustments for possible optimistic
savings, we find that the submission has significant problems concerning one criterion –
that of retaining adequate balances in the early years of the unitary. After that the
balances level could be acceptable.
10.3 When sensitivity tests are applied, it seems to us to show that the submission is
susceptible to reasonable levels of changes in estimates, with the result that the problem
of adequate balances could be exacerbated.
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a
factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. Whilst
we have highlighted the issue that appears in the shorter term, over the longer period the
balances do appear to be regenerated. We note that unallocated balances will even in
the worse case scenario be 3.7% of base costs – virtually at the level (3.5%) of the Lead
officer’s recommendation.
10.5 The fact that the lead officers for Norfolk Pattern B have not been able to agree on the
disaggregation of education expenditure and specific grants is of concern. The above
analysis has been applied against the figures as submitted – but if the final
disaggregation was nearer to Greater Norwich’s submission then the base position could
be worse by some £7m. This would fall directly on the Council tax, and indicators for
balances and Council Tax levels would worsen. This must in itself be seen as a
significant risk.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more
than offset over a period (“the payback
period”) by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more
than 5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through
revenue resources, or the normal process
of prudential borrowing or the use of
capital receipts;

Criterion 4



Unlikely to be achieved

 In each year, other (i.e. revenue)
transitional costs incurred are to be
financed through a combination of the
following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a
result of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use
of reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

HIGH RISK

However, if the disaggregation of education spending and specific grants is not as
presented in this submission , but is nearer to that presented by Norwich City for
the Greater Norwich submission, both criteria 4 - satisfactory balances , and
criteria 5 – Council Tax are unlikely to be achieved.

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graphs A and B – Percentage staff changes – Norfolk Submissions
Percentage staffing change
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Graphs C and D - Two unitary patterns - additional staff costs
Two unitary patterns - £ per head of population
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Norfolk Pattern B Norfolk Remainder’s cost seems high compared to the Devon and Suffolk calculation

Two unitary patterns - Total expenditure reductions
Two unitaries - expenditure reductions £ per head of population
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It is noticeable that unitary submissions lead by present districts appears to show high savings
per head. All Norfolk lead submissions are similar.
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Graphs E and F - Two Unitary patterns – Total additional costs including capital financing
Two unitary patterns - £ per head of population
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Pattern B Norfolk remainder overall costs are shown as lower per head than either pattern A
submissions lead by Norfolk. Part of the difference between total costs and staffing costs appears
to be significant differences in IT costs – see graph F below
Two Unitary patterns – Total IT costs
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Discounting the specific circumstances of Greater Norwich, all Norfolk lead submissions have low
IT costs compared to Suffolk and Devon
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Graph G - Two unitary Patterns – Non corporate areas
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Pattern B Norfolk remainder is in line with Pattern A, but all are above other County lead tow
unitary patterns
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Graph H - Staffing - pay harmonisation costs per average staff level
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR IPSWICH AND
FELIXSTOWE (NORTH HAVEN) UNITARY

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 Ipswich and Felixstowe’s staffing reduction is 5.2% which is the highest in the Suffolk
submissions and second highest of all submission (behind Greater Norwich at 7.3%) – see
graph A. This is predicated from work undertaken by an external consultancy that has some
experience in Ipswich Council.
1.2 Total savings arising are very large at £36.5m over the transitional period – 221% of the
transitional costs of £16.5m arising in that period.
1.3 Ipswich and Felixstowe’s submission has included savings in both Education and Social
Services which is unusual. See graphs D and E. We have taken this into account in our
modelling.
1.4 They feel they have accounted for any loss of economy of scale for the disaggregation of
County services by the approach they have taken. However, in the Suffolk remainder
pattern, County have estimated £1.9m per annum rising to £2.1m per annum for this element.
Suffolk remainder (rural Suffolk) has a population of 413k, compared to North Haven’s 213k –
about twice the size. It seems to us that there must be some level of disaggregation cost. We
have taken that into account in our modelling.
1.5 Ipswich point out that the level of change management costs which they have included is
£2.9m, the highest per head of any submission. (see graph F). However, the level of new
investment in ICT to aid the savings appears low when compared to other - see graph G
1.6 Localisation investment totals £2.2m. On a £ per head of population ( £10) this looks
reasonably in line with other Norfolk and Suffolk two unitary submissions
1.7 There is a significant effect on external finance arising as to whether Lowestoft is in Suffolk or
in Norfolk. The North Haven submission shows that if Lowestoft were to remain in Suffolk, it
could lose grant of £1.6m. This is unfortunate since Lowestoft does not feature in the North
Haven pattern at all and arises from the effects of the RSG system as estimated by the
specialist consultants who have been used by all County areas for this work. Their
explanation for the issue is shown at Appendix A. North Haven has considered the two
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positions and has indicated that it could fund this loss through the investment of balances.
We have considered both positions also in this report.
1.8 All of the Suffolk submissions have included contributions from a Suffolk County Council
efficiency programme called Securing the Future Savings (StF) which are significant. (£12.2m
in total for this submission from year 1 to year 4) These have been included as contribution to
balances outside the transitional plan in the submission. This is to recognise that the process
is already underway in the County Council and – as a significant proportion of services will
transfer from the County – a proportion of those savings should also follow. We have
modelled the figures with and without these savings and we find that the submission still
meets the criterion without the Securing the Future savings. The submission includes these
savings when calculating the payback period. Our treatment, consistent with that applied to
all other submissions, excludes contributions from funds. Nevertheless we find that the
payback period is still achieved within the criteria timescales.
1.9 S151 certifications
a. All s 151 certifications have been received
b. However, only two of these are unqualified.
c. The remainder have a range of concerns which cover mainly the size of the
savings and their deliverability. We have raised these issues with Ipswich and
have received answers which we have taken into account in our analysis.
1.9 We have addressed these issues in our modelling exercise.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted (including the Securing the
Future predicted savings) in the workbooks to help us review the figures. The key ones of these
are the following:

Indicator


Net savings over the 5 year period



Ongoing savings



Payback period of years ( see note
1)
Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013




Table 1
Including Securing the Future
savings – and assuming
Lowestoft in Norfolk
-£20m
-£94 per
(12.6% of
head of
base costs)
population
-£11.7m
-£55 per
head of
population
3.0
£33.9m
£51.0m

32.1%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting
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3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
Issue
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population
Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population
Percentage
staffing
changes

£77

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Average for
all two unitary
submissions
£98

£171

Exeter &
Exmouth
£197

All
submissions
£108

Average for
all two unitary
submissions
£119

5.2%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£25k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£1m

Devon
County
and Devon
2 pattern –
Devon
Remainder
£42k
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61
Norwich Gt
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

£5.8m

Second
highest of all
submissions

In line with
other Suffolk
submissions

If taken on a
per staff
basis this is
in line with
other district
unitary bids,
which are
much lower
than County
bids in
general

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues:
Size of the savings and their deliverability
Perceived low level of investment for transformation
Procurement savings
Large savings in service areas
Staff release costs
Natural wastage levels
Pension strain calculations
Change management provisions
The costs which are likely to arise from the disaggregation of County services
Securing the Future Savings
Savings in education, and social services
ICT costs
Capital funding
Savings arising from better processing / efficiency savings

The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
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Table 3
Risk still inherent
Cost of disaggregation of County services –although North
Haven say they have taken this into account in setting the
establishment, it is still possible that some costs could arise.
Using the Rural Suffolk submission and adjusting for
population could give a figure of c £1m per annum.
ICT costs could prove higher than put forward. (£5 per head of
population) The average of all bids is £13 per head but this is
skewed by the Greater Norwich bid which is includes very high
investment. Ipswich say they have compared with other similar
sized unitaries to gauge their establishment. Never the less ,
purely for modelling we have increased costs by 50%
The submission includes the StF savings when calculating the
payback period.

The savings arising have been predicated on work done by an
external consultancy which has used experience and results
form its client base to support its workings. For each service a
specific percentage reduction has been calculated from this
source. This is also predicated on vacancy levels which may
be high under a new unitary arrangement as less movement
between councils in the area will be possible.
For the purposes of modelling we have taken the view that
these figures could be optimistic and have modelled a
reduction of 20% across the board. , including both corporate
and service costs.
Modelling these changes gives rise to a staff release figure of
4.3% instead of the submitted 5.2%

Action - Modelling
Include £1m per
annum in modelling –
net effect £4.0m

Increase ICT costs by
50% - net effect
£0.5m

Delete StF savings
from the balances
figures and the
payback calculation
from 2009-10
onwards
Reduce overall
savings ( excluding
senior staff) by 20%
And procurement
savings by 20%
Net effect £5.2m

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled
( with balances including (with Securing the Future
Indicator
Securing the Future
savings excluded from
savings
balances)
 Net savings over
-£20m
-£94 per
-£10.4m
-£49 per
the 5 year period
(12.6% of
head of
(6.5% of
head of
base costs)
population
base costs)
population
 Ongoing savings
-£11.7m
-£55 per
-£8.8m
-£42 per
of (% of base
head of
head of
costs )
population
population



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances increase
over the 5 year
period by

3.0

£33.9m

3.7

£10.1m
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Balances of £
remain as at end
of 2013

£51.0m

32.1%
Of net base
costs at
2013/14

£27.2m

17.1%
Of net base
costs at
2013/14

In addition the staff release percentage would fall from 5.2% to 4.3%, and expenditure reductions
from £171 to £146 per head of population.

6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by
10%
15%
20%
10%

Table 5
Including and Excluding Securing the Future Savings -as submitted
Additional
Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability
expenditure criteria 1
criteria 2
criteria 3
criteria 4
criteria 5
reductions
Transitional Payback
Capital
Satisfactory Council
reduce by
costs
period
transitional balances
Tax
costs
10%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
15%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
20%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
Can reduce Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
by 50.3 %
met
met
met
met
met
and still
break even
overall

Thus even if all estimates are not achieved by 20% - the outer limit of this broad analysis – the
transition plan appears still likely to meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.
This indicates that the submission looks likely to continue to meet the affordability criterion even if
the estimates are significantly at variance in the final outturn with those submitted.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.
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Additional
Additional
expenditure expenditure
increases
reductions
as
reduces as
modelled
modelled
As submitted
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above – including
deleting the Securing the
Future savings from
balances

8.

Affordability
criteria 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
criteria 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
criteria 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
criteria 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
criteria 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
( Note – the large difference between this figure and
other methods of calculation the Council Tax appears
to be the range of present Council Taxes and the small
number -4 - of authorities involved)
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted
£1271

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1241

£1269

£1269
£1268

£1268
£1268

£1216
Babergh
£3.9m
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The submission was remodelled at £1 below the average Council Tax level as presented, in order
to be sure that it would meet that criterion, and to understand the effect on balances.
Thus it appears, even after modelling the inherent risks, that the submission can be seen to be no
higher than the average Council Tax as measured by method 1 and 3 above. It does not meet the
measure as calculated in Method 2, which appears to be specific to this submission. Nor can it
meet the lowest present Council Tax.

9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1
This
submission:
6.5%

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission:
3.7 years

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3

Score 3

Score 3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1
2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1
This
submission:
5.6%, 0.6%
over
recommended
level
Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

Below average
by over £5
Score 1

Below average
by up to £5

Score 2
This
submission:
£1 below
average
At or below
average level

Score 3
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Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

This submission’s
score 7

LOW
RISK

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4 , the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1

Thus even with the modelling we have undertaken which has increased net costs by
£9.6m over the transitional period, the modelled submission is still likely to meet the
Secretary of State’s affordability criterion, with or without the Securing the Future
Savings.

10.2

The effect of Lowestoft remaining in Suffolk is to reduce external finance by some £1.6m
which Ipswich has indicated can be covered by investing balances. We have taken that
into account after our modelling and find that it would be possible for this approach to
occur and still give rise to projected balances above the minimum level indicated by the
S151 officer for years 2 and onwards. In year 1 there would be minor shortfall using our
modelling of some £0.6m, a figure which should be manageable.

10.3

A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a
factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. We
note that unallocated balances will even in the worse case scenario be 17.1% of base
costs in year 4 - even after deleting the Securing the Future savings – well above the
Lead officer’s recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing the average council tax as
advised by the Boundary Committee.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

LOW RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Appendix A
Extract for report on external finance disaggregation from LG Futures
The scale of formula grants reduction if Lowestoft remains in Suffolk are larger than expected. LG
Futures explanation is shown below:
Although North Haven is not directly affected by whether Lowestoft is in either Norfolk or Suffolk,
it does have implications for the formula grant it would receive. Based on our estimates, North
Haven would lose between £1.1m and £1.6m if Lowestoft remained in Suffolk, depending on the
option that is selected in Norfolk. This represents a reduction in formula grant of between 1.8%
and 2.6%.
There are a number of reasons for this:
• The four-block model is inherently unstable. Unlike the old FSS/ RSG regime, the four-block
model is driven by needs/resources per head above the threshold. Thus a small change in
needs/resources can result in disproportionately large changes in grant.
• Share of a smaller pot. Instead of disaggregating Suffolk and Norfolk grant together, we have
disaggregated each county separately. Thus the control total (in grant terms) is now limited to the
original grant for each county. In other words, North Haven will receive a share of £187.3m rather
than £443.6m. To illustrate this in another way, the combined Norfolk-Suffolk “pot” has £306 per
head, whereas Suffolk alone has only £269 per head. • Lowestoft adds significant additional
needs (per Band D) to Rural Suffolk.
Based on the analysis we have done, Lowestoft is the highest-need area per head (and per Band
D) in Suffolk and Norfolk. We have seen that Lowestoft significantly boosts the formula grant of
whichever unitary it is included within. Modelled alone, Lowestoft would receive formula grant of
£496 per head, much higher than anywhere else in Norfolk or Suffolk. Including Lowestoft in
Rural Suffolk, for example, increases its formula grant per head from £217 to £242. And given
that this is a zero-sum exercise, however much Rural Suffolk increases by, this amount is
effectively deducted from North Haven.
We would expect the “Lowestoft effect” to be less destabilising when formula grant is
estimated for England as a whole. In this situation there will not be a zero-sum effect
between North Haven and Rural Suffolk. However, the terms of the LGR exercise require
the effects of the formula grant disaggregation to be contained within the county (or
counties) affected by the boundary
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Graph A Percentage of staffing changes - Suffolk
Percentage staffing change
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Ipswich and Felixstowe is higher than the rest of Suffolk submissions
Graph B Average cost of staff reduction - Suffolk
Average cost of Staff reduction
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Staff release costs are similar across the Suffolk Submissions
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Graph C Service Costs £ per head
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Ipswich and Felixstowe Service costs reductions are third highest per head of the two unitary patterns
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Graph D Service Reductions - Education £ per head of population
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Only Ipswich and Felixstowe have included savings in Education (though other submissions may have included such savings in other generic
headings)
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Graph E Service Reductions – Social Services £ per head of population
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Only Ipswich and Felixstowe have included savings in Social Services (though other submissions may have included such savings in other generic
headings)
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Graph F Total Change management and Shadow planning £ per head
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Boundary Committee draft proposal in each area is highlighted with the darker colour
Ipswich and Felixstowe have included the highest cost per head of population for change management of all the submissions
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Graph G Total Information Technology £ m
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Boundary Committee draft proposal in each area is highlighted with the darker colour
Excluding Greater Norwich, Ipswich and Felixstowe show a relatively low level of additional IT investment
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR SUFFOLK UNITARY
(excluding Lowestoft, Ipswich and Felixstowe)
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 The impact of the Securing the Future programme of savings currently underway in Suffolk
County Council: - this programme is not directly related to the move to unitary status and the
Suffolk s151 officer has incorporated the projected savings in the workbook as a
“Contribution from other sources outside the reorganisation net savings…” These total
£21.6m from year 1 to year 4 - 2013/14.
Given that the review exercise ignores expenditure and expenditure reductions that are not
directly related to reorganisation, these efficiency savings would normally be excluded from
the exercise.
However, the s151 officer has commented as follows:
“I consider that the affordability test in all cases should include the Securing the Future (StF)
savings. The rationale for this is that if there was no programme during this period that was
delivering efficiency savings across county council services it would be sensible for one to be
assumed within the financial case. The reason that these additional savings are not
assumed is that we consider the StF programme will provide a sufficiently challenging
savings target for a new authority to deliver. An alternative position to present would be no
current efficiency programme and a set of generic efficiency savings “caused” by LGR.”
Several other submissions incorporate the type of generic efficiency programme to which he
has referred. We have reflected the inclusion of the Securing the Future (StF) savings in net
expenditure in our modelling work. The report for completeness shows the position with and
without the StF figures.
The figures themselves however are not fixed, but are estimates of savings which could
arise from a series of efficiency measures. We have included some modelling taking into
account the possibility that these will not all be achieved as estimated.

1.2 Investment in localisation – this submission incorporates a substantial investment in this area
in years 1 to 4 – additional spending of £3.2m on staffing to support Community Boards
(ongoing spend of £0.5m p.a. thereafter) together with £4.0m (£1.0m p.a. thereafter) to add
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to existing resources to provide a development budget of some £90k p.a. for each of the 16
new Community Boards.
1.3 Related to this investment in localisation, this submission also reflects a major investment in
ICT to support the localisation of service delivery in a Unitary Rural Suffolk and uses the
opportunity of a unitary service model to devolve service delivery into smaller community
areas than feasible in a two-tier approach. Investment of some £14m is planned over three
years - £9m of which is to be funded from existing resources contained within the base
budget. The balance of almost £5m - £2.7m capital and £2.1 revenue which requires
funding is included as additional spend within the submission.
1.4 The new unitary authority will involve the inward transfer of over 1,600 staff. No provision
has been made for the additional HR workload involved in assimilating this population and
dealing with appeals – and assumptions around the number of staff entitled to a pay increase
through harmonisation of conditions may be optimistic. We have considered this in our
modelling
1.5 This submission proposes savings of some £3.0m in years 1 to 4 (ongoing savings of £1.2m
p.a.) based upon the assumed establishment of a joint Waste Authority, operating between
Suffolk Rural and North Haven unitary authorities. The impact of the Joint Authority not being
established would be to reduce the savings over the four years by some £1.0m (ongoing
savings would reduce to £0.8m). We have considered this in our modelling
1.6 S151 certifications - Qualified certifications were received from all relevant S151 officers.
Whilst all were able to certify the base data as acceptable, there were concerns about, the
level of savings, the StF savings and their validity in the process, waste savings, contingency
provisions and late changes to the workbooks. We have taken these comments into account
in our review.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. These exclude the StF savings at this stage. The key ones of these are the
following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net additional cost over the 5 year
period

£10.2m

£25 per head



-£5.3m

-£13 per head



Ongoing savings of (1.9% of base
costs )

Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances reduce over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

>5Years
-£3.8m
£28.7m

10.4%
Of net base
costs at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting
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3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following

This
submission
£86

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Average

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£61

Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

£108

Percentage
staffing
changes

1.7%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

This
submission
- Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61
Norwich Gt
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£20k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£2.4m

Devon
County
and Devon
2 Unitary
£42k
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Issue
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

£5.8m

Table 2
Comment
This
submission is
below the
average for 2
unitary pattern
submissions.
See graphs A
and B.
This
submission is
the lowest of
the 2 unitary
pattern
submissions.
See graphs C
and D.
Other than the
Norwich Gt
Yarmouth less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
submission,
this is the
lowest.
This is slightly
lower than the
majority of
submissions.
See Graph E.
This is below
the average
for 2 unitary
submissions.
See Graph F.

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.

4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues:
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Council tax equalisation
Redundancy
Early retirement costs
Pay harmonisation
Relocation
Accommodation
ICT
Change management
Localisation
Expenditure reductions – insurance / waste / shared services
‘Securing the Future’ efficiency savings
Support staff – additional costs / savings
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.

5.1

Risks modelled
Table 3(a)
Risk still inherent
Pay harmonisation – no provision for additional costs of
administering appeals etc for ex-District staff.

Action - Modelling
Allow for £0.125m in year 1
and £0.125m in year 2.

Pay harmonisation – only 20% of ex-District staff
assumed to receive a salary increase.

Allow for 50% of ex-District
staff - an additional £0.9m
from 2010/11 onwards.
Impact of WDA not being
set up - reduces saving by
£1.0m over the period and
£0.4m p.a. thereafter.
Allow for £0.7m cost in
period - £0.2m thereafter.

Savings in waste are dependent upon the establishment
of a joint Waste Disposal Authority (WDA).

Capital expenditure of £4.0m funded from capital
receipts in 2010/11 but no loss-of-interest cost is
incorporated.
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5.2

Opportunities modelled
Table 3(b)
Opportunities inherent
Securing the Future savings incorporated into
expenditure reductions from year 1 onwards – albeit at a
slower rate of achievement.

Action - Modelling
Reduce overall StF savings
by £5m – transfer £18.8m
into expenditure reductions
for years 1 to 4.

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would affect
the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As submitted with
As modelled with
Securing the
Securing the Future
Indicator
Future savings
savings

 Net
additional
cost/ saving
over the 5
year period
 Ongoing
savings of
 Payback
period of
years ( see
note 1
above)
 Balances
reduce over
the 5 year
period by
 Balances of
£ remain as
at end of
2013/14

£10.2m
cost
(+3.7%
of base
costs)

£25per
head

-£11.4m
saving
(-4% of
base
costs)

-£28 per
head

-£2.9m
saving
(-1% of
base
costs)

-£7per
head

-£5.3m
(-1.9% of
base
costs )
Over
5Years

-£13 per
head

-£10.8m
(-3.8%
of base
costs )

-£26 per
head

-£9.3m
(-3.3% of
base
costs )

-£23 per
head

-£3.8m

£28.7m

10.4%
of net
base
costs at
2013/14

3.7Years

4.6 Years

-£3.8m

-£14.4m

£28.7m

10.4%
of net
base
costs at
2013/14

£18.1m

6.6% of
net base
costs at
2013/14

It will be noted that incorporating the Securing the Future savings produces a major improvement
in the affordability measures of this submission.
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6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
We have separately modelled for the submission including the Securing the Future savings as
shown below.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below):
Table 5(a) – excluding StF savings
As submitted without Securing the Future savings being included in net expenditure
Additional
Additional
Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability
expenditure expenditure Criterion 1
Criterion 2
Criterion 3
Criterion 4
Criterion 5
increases
reductions
Transitional Payback
Capital
Satisfactory Council
by
reduce by
costs
period
transitional balances
Tax
costs
Likely to be Unlikely to
Likely to be
As submitted
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
be met
met
Likely to be Unlikely to
Likely to be
10%
10%
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
be met
met
Likely to be Unlikely to
Likely to be
15%
15%
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
be met
met
Likely to be Unlikely to
Likely to be
20%
20%
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
be met
met
Likely to be Unlikely to
Likely to be
10%
Will need to Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
be met
met
increase
by 54% to
break even
overall

Including the Securing the Future savings through our modelling work produces the following
perspective:

Table 5(b) – including StF savings
As submitted with Securing the Future savings being included in net expenditure
Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

As submitted
10%

10%

15%

15%

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
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20%

20%

10%

Can reduce
by 16.7%
to break
even
overall

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

With StF savings included, even though we have modelled these at a reduced rate of
achievement, at 10% there is a surplus of £3.2m over the payback period and balances remain
above the s151 recommended level of 5%– standing at £20.5m (7.5%) at the end of year 4.
At 15%, transitional costs are not met within the payback period (net deficit of £1m – 0.4% of
base costs) but balances remain above the s151 recommended level – standing at £16.5m
(6.0%) at the end of year 4.
At 20%, transitional costs are not met and balances are predicted to fall below the £14.1m
prudent level in year 2 (by £0.3m), year 3 (by £1.2m) and year 4 (by £1.6m) – standing at £12.4m
(4.5%) at the end of 2013/14.
The impact of the StF savings explains the improvement in the perspective highlighted in table
5(b) above. At an adverse variance of 15%, when the submitted figures are adjusted to include
the StF figures, there is a small shortfall in transitional savings.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below summarises the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3(a) and
Table 3(b) above on the affordability criterion compared to the original submission both with and
without the StF savings.

Criteria

As submitted
As submitted with StF
included
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above including
StF

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

The importance of the StF savings to this submission can again be clearly seen from the table.
Taking these into account , even after modelling additional risks, the submission appears to meet
all the affordability criterion.
.
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8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted
£1,215

£1,212

Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

£1,208

Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission

£1,206
£1,204

Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

£1,180

9.

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,206
£1,204

£3.9m

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2
This
submission:
1.0%

Score 2
This
submission:
4.6years

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2
6.6% , 1.6%
above
recommended
level
Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

Below average
by up to £5

Score 1

Score 2
This
submission
£2 below
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 9

MEDIUM
RISK

Note 1 – If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 -- Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
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10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 The efficiency savings from Suffolk’s ‘Securing the Future’ programme amount to
£21.6m in the first four years of the transition plan and are crucial to the success of the
move to Unitary status – without their inclusion the submission fails before any
sensitivity analysis is applied. Adjusting the submitted figures to include the StF
savings, the affordability criteria are met up to the 10% variance level. At 15% there is a
shortfall in transition net savings.
Modelling for identified inherent risks, including adjusting the Securing the Future
savings, produces an overall surplus of £2.9m over the period and overall balances at
the end of 2013/14 of £18.1m – 6.6% compared to the s151 recommended level of 5%.
The risk matrix scores this as medium risk.
10.2

A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a
factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. We
note that unallocated balances will in the worse case scenario be £12.4m – 4.4% of base
costs and some £1.6m (0.6%) below the level of the Lead officer’s recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax on average as
advised by the Boundary Committee

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

MEDIUM RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - total expenditure £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph B - total expenditure per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
T w o unitary patterns - £ per head of population
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Graph C – Expenditure reductions £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph D – Expenditure reductions per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph E – average cost of staff reduction per head of staff released
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Graph F – cost of pay harmonisation £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR SINGLE UNITARY
PATTERN FOR SUFFOLK LESS LOWESTOFT
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 “Securing the Future”, an efficiency programme that pre-exists the period of the review and is
intended to deliver ongoing savings well into the future, and whilst the initiative is apparently
already delivering savings, it may be unrealistic to expect the rate of improvement to continue
during a period of significant change. Savings from “Securing the Future” are accounted for
in the Transition Plan as a contribution from other sources outside of the reorganisation, and
are significant - being £8.8m for year 1 and £9.4 m per annum thereafter.
1.2 Waste Management – a significant initiative is proposed to deliver savings from a Joint Waste
Disposal Authority, resulting from a report that was commissioned and peer reviewed and
formed the basis for negotiations between constituent authorities over recent years.
However, some Sec 151 officers have expressed reservations about the level of savings that
will be achieved. The amount of predicted savings arising from the initiative has apparently
already been discounted within the submission.
1.3 Whilst the submission was supported with a comprehensive risk analysis, the outcome has
not apparently been applied to the submission, but has been used to provide assurance that
the financial case could be delivered. The Lead Officer has recommended 5% of the net
budget as the required level of reserves for the proposed unitary, and this would appear to be
a prudent level.
1.4 By population, 626,700 approximately, this possible unitary proposal would result in a local
authority that is bigger than most of the other submissions, and amongst some of the largest
authorities in England in terms of population served. It would be 89% as big as the Single
Unitary Pattern for Suffolk including Lowestoft, and 75% the size of the Norfolk County
Unitary excluding Lowestoft. Predicted reductions in expenditure are however only 79% with
the former, but 75% of the latter. The “Lowestoft effect” in Suffolk is predicted as £15.8m
reduced savings, whereas in Norfolk the effect is predicted only as £3.3m suggesting that
savings opportunities may not have been fully identified in this submission. See graph A
1.5 Additional expenditure of £38.7m includes £19.7m for staff related costs of which £6.5m
relates to staff release costs (net staff released 253) at an average cost of £21,451 per head.
See graphs B, C & D)
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1.6 Pay Harmonisation costs are predicted at what appears to be an optimistic level of £4m
which is half of that anticipated as the average. See graph E
1.7 We have incorporated these issues into our modelling.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period

-£23.5m



-£19.4m

Ongoing savings of (4.5% of base
costs )



Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

-£38 per
head
-£31 per
head

3.3 Years
£35.3m
£84.8m

19.7%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
Issue
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£62

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£99

Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
Remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61

All
submissions
£108

Well below
average but
£4 per head
more than
Suffolk
Unitary
(Including
Lowestoft)
Close to
average
£12 per head
less than
Suffolk
County
(Including
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Issue

This
submission

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Average

Comment
Lowestoft)

Percentage
staffing
changes

3.1%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff
released

£21K

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£4m

Devon
County
Unitary
and Devon
two unitary
pattern –
Devon
Remainder
£42k
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Not
unreasonable,
but lower than
other Single
Unitary
patterns

Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

Consistent
with other
Single Unitary
patterns
excluding
Devon

All
submissions
£5.8m

Average of all
Single Unitary
County
submissions
£8.6m
Below
average

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.

4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our covering the following issues:
Risk Assessment and Sensitivity Analysis not applied to the Workbook submission
Sec 151 concerns with regards to predicted savings on Waste Management
“Securing the Future” efficiency savings
Explanation for the significant difference in forecast savings for this submission compared with
the including Lowestoft submission
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
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This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk still inherent
Overall forecast of efficiency savings not achieved

Reduce savings specific to Waste Management, although
apparently already reduced by 50% in the submission
Pay Harmonisation costs appear to be low by comparison with
other Unitary County submissions and below the average for
all submissions See graph E
Securing the Future savings impacts on the calculation of the
Payback period.

Action - Modelling
Reduced predicted
savings by 25% per
annum or
approximately £2m
per annum
Reduced predicted
savings by £250k per
annum
Increased predicted
cost by 25% per
annum
Deletion of these
savings has been
tested, and there is
no material impact on
the Payback
calculation

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled

Indicator


Net savings over the 5
year period

-£23.5m

-£38 per
head

-£21.5m

-£34 per
head



Ongoing savings of
(4.5% of base costs )

-£19.4m

-£31 per
head

-£18.9m

-£30 per
head



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances increase
over the 5 year period
by

3.3 Years

3.4 Years

£35.3m

£21.7m

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

£84.8m





19.7% of
net base
costs

£71.3m

16.6% of
net base
costs
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6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

10%

10%

15%

15%

20%

20%

10%

Can reduce
by 31.6%
and still
break even
overall

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Thus even if all estimates are not achieved by 20% - the outer limit of this broad analysis – the
transition plan will still meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.
When predicted expenditure is seen to increase by 10% over present estimates and expenditure
reductions are under achieved by 31.6 %, the transitional costs will still break even.
This indicates that the submission looks likely to continue to meet the affordability criterion even if
the estimates are significantly at variance in the final outturn with those submitted.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.
Table 6
Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability
Criterion 1
Criterion 2
Criterion 3
Criterion 4
Criterion 5
Criteria
Transitional Payback
Capital
Satisfactory Council
costs
period
transitional balances
Tax
costs
As submitted
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
Adjusted as per risks still
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
inherent and included in
met
met
met
met
met
the modelled issues
shown above
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The above indicates that even after modelling additional risks, the five criteria are still likely to be
met.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

9.

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,234

£1,433

£1,228

£1,221
£1,214

£1,221
£1,214

£1,180
(Waveney)
£9.2m
Per annum

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1
This
submission:
4.9%

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission:
3.4 years
4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Nil and below –
up to 1%

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

Score 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1
10.1%, 5.1%
above
recommended
level
Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Not fully
funded

Score 3

5-7
8-10
11 and above

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

Below average
by over £5
Score 1
This
submission:
£7 below
Method 3
average
Below average
by up to £5

Score 2

At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 6

LOW RISK

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4 , the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
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10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants
10.1 After discounting certain expenditure reductions by significant amounts for possible
inherent risks, the submission apparently meets all of the affordability criteria
10.2 The sensitivity analysis indicates that the figures remain robust even at 20% adverse
variances.
10.3 The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission will be able to reduce to
average Council tax as measured, but that to equalise at the lowest level would cost
£9.2m per annum.
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources
which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances
will be a factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best
planning. We note that unallocated balances will even in the modelled worst case
scenario be 16.6% of base costs – 11.6 % above the Lead officer’s recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represent

LOW RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - Comparison of Expenditure Reductions between single Unitary patterns (£m)
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Graph B - Comparison of Expenditure Increases single Unitary patterns (£m)
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Graph C - Comparison of additional Staff Related Costs (£m)
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Graph D - Comparison of Staff Release Costs (£m)
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Graph E - Comparison of Pay Harmonisation Costs (£m)
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR DEVON COUNTY UNITARY
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 This submission is one of five single unitary proposals considered by this review. Of the five,
this one anticipates the highest level of additional expenditure at £74.3m compared with a
single unitary average of £47.7m and reduced expenditure of £102.3m compared with a
single unitary average of £81.9m. See graphs A & B.
1.2 The above would result in a net expenditure reduction of £28.0m compared with the average
£34.2m, therefore some £6.2m less than the average.
1.3 The estimated population of this possible unitary is the lowest of the five submissions which
will result in net expenditure reductions per head being below average, and key contributors
to this variance are explored in the following paragraphs.
1.4 A very significant provision has been made to support localisation initiatives in this
submission – an additional 38 staff to support city and community boards at a cost of £7.2m
and a development budget for these boards of £24m – a total investment of £31.2m over the
four year period with an ongoing provision of £7.8m p.a. thereafter. This is very much higher
than other county unitary submissions as shown in graph C.
1.5 Again, very substantial provision has been made for staffing changes in this submission –
redundancy of £10.3m, early retirement of £8.8m and pay harmonisation of £10.9m. The
level of the redundancy provision is significantly higher than the other county unitary
submissions. See graph D.
1.6 There is proposed substantial IT investment / cost reduction incorporated into this
submission. Investment in IT of £5.7m over the four year period (£0.7m thereafter) is
projected to enable cost reductions of £16.4m to be secured in this timescale – with ongoing
reductions of £6.2m thereafter. This is higher than other county unitary reductions and
featured as a concern with the District S151 officers. See graph E.
1.7 This submission incorporates the use of £9m of earmarked reserves in Lead-up Year 2 and
Year 1 of the transition plan to meet the additional net cost of the transition and maintain
balances at a reasonable level in those years. The lead officer has confirmed that
earmarked reserves are projected to be some £91m as at 31 March 2008 and that, whilst
these are reserves earmarked for specific purposes, the timelines over which they will be
required, allow for the short-term use exemplified in the transition plan. We have not
explored this approach any further with the lead officer but have modelled the repayment of
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these sums back into earmarked reserves in years 3 and 4. This is the only submission
which has depended upon the use of earmarked reserves in this way.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period
-£28.1m
-£38 per head


Ongoing savings of (% of base
costs )



Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

-£18.6m

-£25 per head

3.2 Years
£18.4m
£47.0m

9.2%
Of net base
costs at
2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
submission submission Submission
Issue
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£101

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£139

Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61

£108

This
submission is
higher than
other County
Unitary
submissions.
See Graph F
for all
submissions.
This
submission is
higher than
other County
unitary
submissions.
See Graph G
for all
submissions.
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Percentage
staffing
changes

3.9%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff
released

£42k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£11m

This
submission
and Devon
2 Unitary
Devon
County
remainder
£42k
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

This
submission
does not look
unreasonable

Norwich Gt
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

This
submission
appears to be
high.
See Graph H
for all
submissions.
£5.8m

Norfolk
County £12m.
Suffolk
County £4m –
so this
submission
appears to be
prudent.

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.

4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues:
Redundancy provision
Early retirement provision
Pay harmonisation
IT expenditure reductions
Use of earmarked reserves
Localisation provision
Members allowances expenditure reductions
Support staff expenditure reductions
Council tax equalisation
Environmental services expenditure reductions
Planning services expenditure reductions
Revenues and benefits expenditure reductions
Housing benefits expenditure reductions
ICT capital investment
Transition team
Prudent level of balances
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.
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5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk still inherent
Transition Plan shows use of earmarked reserves to fund
transitional costs in LUY2 (£4.3m) and Year1 (4.7m) - £9.m in
total – but no repayment in the period.

Action – Modelling
Model repayment to
earmarked reserves
in years 3 and 4.

The transition plan uses the County Council’s current policy of
holding free balances at 3.4% of net budgeted expenditure as
the basis for setting a prudent level for the new unitary
authority – which equates to £17.5m. The business case
however highlights the need to hold prudent free balances of
£20m – an additional £2.5m each year.

Model the
requirement for free
balances at £20m.

Savings in Information Technology – the submission
incorporates savings in ICT of £16.4m in years 1-4 with
ongoing net savings of £6.2m thereafter.

Reduce the ICT
savings by 25% - net
effect £4.1m

Timeline of expenditure reductions – there are a number of
areas where reductions have been assumed in full in year 1.
It would be prudent to allow for slippage and the scale of the
re-organisation workload and reduce these by 25%.

Reduce expenditure
reductions in year 1
by £1.5m.

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
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As submitted

Table 4
As modelled

Indicator


Net savings over the 5
year period

-£28.1m

-£38 per
head

-£22.5m

-£31 per
head



Ongoing savings of (%
of base costs )

-£18.6m

-£25 per
head

-£17.1m

-£23 per
head



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances increase
over the 5 year period
by

3.2
Years

3.4Years

£18.4m

£4.1m

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

£47.0m





6.

9.2%
of net
base
costs at
2013/14

£32.7m

6.4% of
net base
costs at
2013/14

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

10%

10%

15%

15%

20%

20%

10%

Can reduce
by 20.2%
and still
break even
overall

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
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Thus if additional expenditure increases by 15% and expenditure reductions are not achieved by
15% the transition plan will fail to meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion. At this level,
while transitional costs are met within the payback period, balances will fall below the prudent
level in years 1, 2 and 3 – by £2.3m, £4.3m and £2.4m respectively. The maximum ‘exposure’ of
£4.3m represents less than 1% of the net base budget for the year however and should be
manageable.
Where expenditure increases by 20% over present estimates and expenditure reductions are
under achieved by 20 %, transitional costs are not met and balances are predicted to fall below
the prudent level in all four years (by £7.6m, £11.7m, £11.8m and £8.2m).
This indicates that the submission looks likely to continue to meet the affordability criterion unless
the estimates are significantly at variance in the final outturn with those submitted.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.

Criteria

As submitted
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

The adjusted submission shows additional expenditure being covered by expenditure reductions
within the payback period and balances maintained above the S151 prudent level in all four
years. As has already been noted however, this has been achieved through the expedient of
borrowing £9m from earmarked reserves in lead-up year 2 and year 1 – which are repaid in years
3 and 4. Without this additional funding, balances would fall below the prudent level I year 1 – by
£3.3m.
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8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted
£1,184

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,190

Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

£1,184

Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission

£1,175
£1,164

Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities.

£1,134
(Exeter)

Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007/08 in the constituent authorities

£3.1m

£1,175
£1,164

Note: the year 2 Council tax figure of £1,164 in the submission is made up of the new unitary
council tax of £1,134 and an assessed average parish precept for the new unitary area of
some £30. The new Council tax in each district area will incorporate the actual parish precept
and in Exeter there are no parishes – so the new unitary Council Tax will be £1,134. The
parish precept / averaging methodology obscures the fact that for this submission, Council
tax will be equalised in year two at the lowest level in place in 2007/08.
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9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:

RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

Low

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

Medium

Score 1
This
submission:
4.4%
1% - up to 3%

Category

High

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission:
3.4 years

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2
This
submission
4.2%, 0.3%
above
recommended
level
Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

Below average
by over £5
Score 1
This
submission:
£9 below
Below average
by up to £5

Score 2

At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 7

LOW RISK
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Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 After modelling for up to 10% increased expenditure and 10% reduced savings – and after
also modelling for inherent risks specifically identified – the submission meets the
affordability criteria. At a 15% variance the submission meets all of the affordability citeria
apart from maintaining prudent balances – although the shortfall should be manageable. All
of this, however, depends upon the proposed short-term use of earmarked reserves which,
given the scale of these, seems practicable although we have not investigated this issue any
further. Our overall assessment as shown in table 8 above is that this is a low risk
submission.
10.2 The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission will be able to reduce average
Council Tax in the ways measured above and will be able to equalize at the lowest level of
Council Tax in place in 2007/08.
10.3 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a factor in
meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. We note that
unallocated balances will in the worse case scenario of a 20% adverse variance be £11.8m
– 2.3% of base costs in 2013/04 – below the £20m prudent level recommended in the
business case. This however is felt to be at the extreme range of likely outcomes and the
substantial earmarked reserves held by the new unitary may provide opportunities for shortterm funding to meet these transitional costs were they to arise.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

LOW RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A – Comparison of Additional Expenditure All County Single Unitaries
Additional expenditure - County only
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Graph B – Comparison of Reduced Expenditure All County Single Unitaries
Expenditure reductions - County submissions only
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Graph C – Localisation expenditure (£m)
Additional expenditure - County only
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The Devon County Unitary submission is significantly higher than the other County submissions.

Graph D – Redundancy expenditure (£m)
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The Devon County Unitary submission is significantly higher than the other County submissions.
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Graph E – IT expenditure reductions (£m)
Expenditure reductions - County submissions only
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The Devon County Unitary submission is significantly higher than the other County submissions.
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£m

Graph F – Gross additional expenditure £ per head
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The Boundary Committee draft proposal in each area is highlighted with the darker colour. Devon County Unitary is the highest of the County
Unitary submissions.
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Graph G – Gross expenditure reductions £ per head
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Graph H – Staff release costs per head of staff released
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Average cost of Staff reduction
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR EXETER AND EXMOUTH
UNITARY SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 The submission projects additional costs of £9.5m in the 5 year period and expenditure
reductions of £34.2m – a net saving of £24.7m. The bulk of this has been applied to reduce
and equalise council tax, leaving a net surplus of £0.1m over the period. Without these net
savings, council tax would have needed to rise by some £100 to meet the resources ‘gap’
arising from the disaggregation of County and district council finances to form the new
unitary authority. The net surplus of £0.1m is obviously a very tight margin and the potential
impact of adverse events is reviewed in the body of the report.
1.2 Expenditure reductions of £34.2m consist of £13m from an efficiency programme and staff
reductions of £21.2m. The council is currently working with external consultants to reengineer business processes around district council operations but it is intended that a major
transformation exercise will be undertaken across the whole unitary council. In reviewing the
original January 2007 business case supporting the Unitary bid, Deloittes commented:
“Estimates of IT investment and potential benefits arising from changes in working practices
have been provided by external consultants… Whilst these savings are in the range to be
expected, there are no detailed project plans to support the investment case or to detail how
the benefits will be realised.” We have modelled the impact on the business case of a
reduced level of savings being achieved given the scale of the changes which the new
unitary will need to address.
1.3 Staffing reductions give rise to high savings, but staff release costs appear low – there are
redundancy provisions of £1.9m and early retirement and pension fund contributions of
£0.25m see Graph G but savings of £21.2m are projected in the period.
1.4 The submission has also been supported by references to the original January 2007 business
case and its evaluation by Deloittes. The business case made substantial provision for a
number of key issues which have not been carried forward into the submission – as shown
below:

Accommodation / office relocation
Investment in early intervention
New technology

January 2007
business case
£m
1.8
2.0
4.0
7.8

This
submission
£m
0.7
2.1
2.8

Change
£m
-1.1
-2.0
-1.9
-5.0
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The lead officer has confirmed that changes in the assumptions underpinning the business
case indicate that the original provisions are not required and that the sums included in the
submission are now deemed to be adequate. The scale of the change is nevertheless
significant.
1.5 S151 certifications – all those required have been received. Whilst all are able to certify the
base data two have qualified their statements , with concerns around support staff savings,
staff release costs, pay harmonisation and efficiency savings, ICT integration issues and
possible diseconomies of scale. We have considered these points in our review.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period



Ongoing savings of (8.5% of base
costs )



Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

-£24.7m

-£142 per head

(21% of base
costs)
-£9.2m

-£53 per head

1.5 Years
£2.3m
£10.2m

9.2% of net base
costs at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
Issue
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£55

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

This
submission is
the lowest.
See graphs A
and B for all
2 unitary
pattern
submissions.
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This
submission
£197

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Average

Comment

This
submission
- Exeter
and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61

£108

Percentage
staffing
changes

4.5%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff
released

£15k

Devon
County
and Devon
2 Unitary
£42k

Norwich Gt
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

This
submission is
the highest.
See graphs C
and D for all
2 unitary
pattern
submissions.
This
submission
does not look
unreasonable

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£0.9m

Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Issue
Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

£5.8m

With the
exception of
Greater
Norwich, this
is lower than
all other
submissions.
See graph E
for all
submissions.
This is one of
the lowest
provisions.
See graph F
for all 2
unitary
submissions.

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.

4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues:
Efficient working savings
Redundancy provision
Early retirement and pension fund contributions
Pay harmonisation
Change management and shadow planning
IT shared services agreement with Devon County Council
Accommodation / office relocation
Investment in early intervention in Children’s services
Investment in IT
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.
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5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk still inherent
One off redundancy provision has been reduced to reflect
impact of turnover. On the basis that natural turnover may not
occur in the right places, increase the provision.
No early retirement and pension fund contributions provision
has been made for support staff.
Pay harmonisation – provision of £0.85m has been made. The
new Exeter and Exmouth unitary will move from employing 919
staff to employing 2,810 staff - this seems underprovided.
“Efficient working” savings – projected to generate savings of
£13.0m in the period – from business process reviews currently
being undertaken with external consultants. It may be prudent
to recognise the scale of the change in moving to unitary status
and scale back the savings by 25%.

Action - Modelling
Increase the year 1
provision by £0.2m
Provide for half of the
support staff - add
£0.6m to year 1.
Increase provision to
£1.2m net effect £0.3m
Reduce savings by
£3.2m

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines by taking balances below the minimum
level. Balances have therefore been modelled to set Council Tax at £1 below the present
workbook level of £1,148 in year 4 – this still means that balances will go below the minimum
level in year s 1 and 2 by £0.8m. On this basis the perspective becomes as follows:

Indicator
 Net savings over the 5
year period
 Ongoing savings of (% of
base costs )
 Payback period of years (
see note 1 above)
 Balances increase over
the 5 year period by
 Balances of £ remain as
at end of 2013/14

As submitted
Council Tax £1,143
-£24.7m
(21% of
base costs)
-£9.2m

-£142
per head
-£53 per head

Table 4
As modelled
Council Tax £1,148
-£20.4m
(17% of
base costs)
-£8.9m

1.5 Years

1.8 Years

£2.3m

-£0.9m

£10.2m

9.2% of net
base costs at
2013/14

£7.0m

-£117 per
head
-£51 per
head

6.3% of net
base costs at
2013/14
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6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

5%

5%

10%

10%

15%

15%

20%

20%

10%

Can reduce
by 69.3%
and still
break even

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

overall *

*

Whilst a 69.3% margin appears substantial, if savings are not achieved in full then council
tax will need to increase – to meet the resource gap highlighted in paragraph 1.1 of ‘Key
Issues’ above.

Thus if additional expenditure increases by 5% and expenditure reductions are not achieved by
5% the transition plan will fail to meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion. At this level,
while transitional costs are met within the payback period, balances will fall below the £5.0m
prudent level in years 1 and 2 albeit by only £0.3m in year 1 and £0.7m in year 2 - representing at
maximum, 0.6% of the net base budget. Earmarked reserves of the new unitary are projected at
some £16.5m and some short term use of these funds may be possible to manage these
shortfalls but we have not reviewed this further.
At 10%, transitional costs are met within the payback period but balances fall below the £5.0m
prudent level in years 1 (by £0.9m), 2 (by £1.8m) and 3 (by £1.1m) standing at £5.8m at the end
of year 4. At this level of shortfall, managing adverse movements will be more difficult.
At 15%,- transitional costs are met within the payback period but balances fall below the £5.0m
prudent level in years 1 (by £1.6m), 2 (by £3.0m), 3 (by £2.8m) and 4 (by 1.5m).
At 20%, transitional costs are met but balances are predicted to fall substantially below the £5.0m
prudent level in all four years – by £2.2m, £4.1m, £4.4m and £3.8m. These figures are significant.
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These figures indicate that the submission may have difficulty in meeting the affordability criterion
if there is any significant variance of over 5% on average between the estimates in the final
outturn with those submitted.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.

Criteria

As submitted -Council
tax at £1143
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above – Council
Tax modelled at £1148 to
preserve balances as far
as possible

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Unlikely to
be met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

The adjusted submission incorporates a net reduction of £20.4m. against the £24.7m as
submitted. Balances are then predicted to fall below the prudent level in years 1 and 2 by £0.5m
in each year - but even this has only been achieved by modelling Council Tax at the lead-up year
level of £1,148, reducing to £1,147 in year 4. The submitted transitional plan incorporated
Council tax at £1,143 from year 1.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows
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Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted
£1,145

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,161

Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

£1,148

Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission

£1,143
£1,143

Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities.

£1,134
(Exeter)

Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 20010/11 in the constituent authorities

£0.5m

£1,148
£1,148

Note: the year 1 Council Tax figure of £1,143 in the submission is made up of the new unitary
council tax of £1,134 and an assessed average parish precept for the new unitary area of
some £9. The new council tax in each district area will incorporate the actual parish precept
and in Exeter there are no parishes – so the new unitary council tax here will be £1,134. The
parish precept / averaging methodology obscures the fact that, for this submission, council
tax will be equalised in year 1 at the lowest level in place in 2007/08.

9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX

Risk
Assessment

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

Low

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1
This
submission:
1.8
3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

Medium

Score 1
This
submission:
17.3%
1% - up to 3%

Score 2

Score 2

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3

Score 3

Score 3

Category

High

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below average
by up to £5

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3
3.8%,- 0.7%
below
recommended
level

At or below
average level

Score 1

Score 2

Score 3
This
submission:
At average

This submission’s
score 9

HIGH RISK
See note 1 below

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
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10. Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants
10.1

This submission has had to be made taking into account the impact of the
disaggregation of County and District council finances which could arise. The net
effect of this is that, though as submitted, significant net savings are claimed, the vast
bulk of this has been used to reduce the council tax to an acceptable average level.

10.2

Sensitivity analysis shows that when submitted estimates are increased by 5% for
expenditure and reduced by 5% for savings, the submission meets the affordability
criterion apart from criteria 4 – satisfactory balances – where prudent levels are not
maintained in years 1 and 2. Above this level the position becomes increasingly
difficult if Council Tax is to be maintained at the submitted level.

10.3

Modelling for possible inherent risks, and even increasing Council Tax as shown,
suggests that balances will be below the recommended level in years 1 and 2, and
only be at or marginally above the recommended level in later years Overall, as
shown in the risk matrix above, we assess this submission as high risk.

10.2 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a
factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. We
note that unallocated balances will in the worse case scenario be £1.2m by the end of
year 4 – 1% of base costs – well below the 4.5% Lead officer’s recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4



Unlikely to be achieved

 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax on average as
advised by the Boundary Committee

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

HIGH RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - total expenditure £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph B - total expenditure per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph C – Expenditure reductions £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph D – Expenditure reductions per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph E – average cost of staff reduction per head of staff released
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Graph F – cost of pay harmonisation in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph G – Staff release costs in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR DEVON TWO UNITARY
SUBMISSION – DEVON COUNTY

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1

The transitional plan incorporates additional expenditure of £76.3m and expenditure
reductions of £77.5m over the transitional period – a net surplus of £1.2m. This is an
extremely tight margin and means that the business case is vulnerable to the smallest
adverse movement in the assumptions underpinning the plan. There are – within this
perspective – some extremely large provisions for transitional expenditure and they are
commented upon further.

1.2

The overview and business case supporting this submission are very much derived from
the business case for the Devon County Unitary submission – indeed the narrative is as
much focussed on the benefits of the County option and the deficiencies of a two-unitary
approach as it is in supporting a Devon rural unitary authority. In the Local Government
Futures’ (LGF) evaluation of both Devon County and Devon Rural submissions a risk is
identified against the latter – “the method of compiling the two unitary approach business
case does not recognise distinct features of the option.” Whilst a low likelihood is
attributed to this risk, the commentary states: “The methodology used has been to
develop the whole county option first and then identify those aspects of that option that
may vary with the rural county option. An alternative bottom up approach may have
resulted in different assumptions.”

1.3

This approach can perhaps be seen in the fact that the Devon County Unitary submission
incorporates additional expenditure of £74.3m (£101 per head) and reductions of
£102.3m (£139 per head) to produce a net surplus of £28m (£38 per head). This
submission, covering the Devon rural unitary, incorporates additional expenditure of
£76.3m (£136 per head) and reductions at a much lower level of £77.5m (£138 per head)
to produce a net surplus of £1.2m (£2.12 per head). A number of issues have been
explored in the modelling exercise below in section 5 to assess what the impact of an
alternative approach might be.

1.4

A very significant provision has been made to support localisation initiatives in this
submission – an additional 33 staff to support city and community boards at a cost of
£6.4m and a development budget for these boards of £21.6m – a total investment of
£28m over the four year period with an ongoing provision of £7.0m p.a. thereafter.

1.5

Very substantial provision has been made for staffing changes in this submission –
redundancy of £7.4m, early retirement of £6.7m and pay harmonisation of £5.0m. See
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Graph F. The level of the staff release provision (redundancy and early retirement) is the
highest of any submission. See graph E.
1.6

There is a substantial expectation from IT investment / cost reduction incorporated into
this submission. Investment in IT of £6.4m over the four year period (£0.6m thereafter) is
projected to enable cost reductions of £13.9m (53 staff) to be secured in this timescale –
with ongoing reductions of £5.5m thereafter. This is higher than other county unitary
reductions and featured as a concern with the District S151 officers. See graphs G and
H.

1.7

Major sums have been provided for the additional cost of the Executive Board of the new
unitary (£1.4m over the period) and for the diseconomies of scale involved in splitting
County teams (£12.8m over the period). The approach taken has been to define the core
teams required in terms of senior management and specialist posts and the portion of
that budget deemed ‘lost’ to Exeter and Exmouth has been used to quantify the additional
requirement.

1.8

Noting the comments from the LGF report, a number of issues have been explored in the
‘opportunities’ section of the modelling exercise in section 5 below, to capture the
possible impact of an alternative approach to assessing the cost base of the proposed
unitary authority.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period

-£1.2m

-£2 per head



Ongoing savings of (2.6% of base costs )

-£10.1m

-£18 per head



Payback period of years ( see note 1)

4.8 years

Balances increase over the 5 year period
by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of 2013/14

£13.8m



£34.6m

8.6%
Of net base
costs at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting
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3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Issue
This
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£136

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£138

Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61

£108

Percentage
staffing
changes

3.8%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£42k

This
submission
and Devon
County
Unitary
£42k

Norwich Gt
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£7.5m

Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

£5.8m

This
submission is
substantially
above the
average for 2
unitary
submissions.
See graphs
A and B.
This
submission is
above the
average for 2
unitary
submissions.
See graphs
C and D.
This is
reasonable.

This is the
highest of the
2 unitary
submissions
and almost
double most
others. See
Graph E.
This is above
the average
for 2 unitary
submissions.
See Graph
F.

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our questions covering the following issues:
Capital programme funding
Council tax
Executive board cost
Diseconomies of scale
Earmarked reserves
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis. We were
also able to use the queries and responses from the earlier review of the ‘Devon County Unitary’
submission – from which this submission was derived - to inform our understanding.

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
5.1

Risks modelled
Table 3(a)
Risk still inherent
£9m of earmarked reserves are used in LUY2 and year 1 to
support transitional expenditure but no repayment has been
assumed.
Capital expenditure of £3.1m is funded from capital receipts
but no revenue consequences are included.

Savings in IT of £13.9m projected in period which, against an
average of £4.8m appears high.
A number of expenditure reductions are shown as being fully
achieved from year 1 which may be optimistic.

Action – Modelling
Repayment in year 4.

Include loss of
interest – total £0.8m
in period and £0.2m
thereafter.
Reduce savings by
50%.
Model 50%
achievement in year
1 – reduces
reductions by £3.3m.
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5.2

Opportunities modelled
Table 3(b)
Risk still inherent
Staff release costs of £14.1m (redundancy £7.4m and early
retirement £6.7m) are twice as high as the majority of
submissions. A greater focus on the management of
vacancies in the run-up to vesting and co-operation with the
Exeter and Exmouth unitary authority may provide
opportunities to reduce these costs.
The pay harmonisation provision incorporates £0.5m in each
of years 1-4 for administering the process and dealing with
appeals etc – of which some £0.3m is for external advice. The
LGF evaluation incorporated a one-off cost of £0.5m in year 1
– which the submission has replicated across all four years –
deemed a prudent approach.
The additional cost of the executive board has been assessed
at £1.5m for the four year period reflecting the assumption that
the same executive board will be needed for this Devon
County rural unitary as will be in place for the Devon County
Unitary authority. Given the reduced funding for this rural
unitary it is reasonable to assume that a “bottom up” approach
may have produced a leaner and flatter management structure
at a lower cost.
Similarly, the assessment of the cost of diseconomies of scale
around senior management and specialist posts is based
upon the current county structure. Again, a “bottom up”
approach may have produced a different structure at a lower
cost.

Action – Modelling
Reduce provision by
25% - saves £3.5m.

Allow for expert
advice across two
years – reduce
provision by £0.6m.

Reduce the additional
cost by 50% - saves
£0.7m.

Reduce the additional
cost by 50% - saves
£6.4m.

If provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would affect the
original proposed business case headlines as follows:

As submitted

Table 4
As modelled

Indicator


Net savings over the 5
year period

-£1.2m

-£2.12 per
head

-£1.3m

-£2.31per
head



Ongoing savings of
(2.6% of base costs )

-£10.1m

-£17.91 per
head

-£8.9m

-£15.83
per head



Payback period of years
( see note 1 above)
Balances increase over
the 5 year period by

4.8Years

4.8Years

£13.8m

£4.8m

Balances of £ remain as
at end of 2013/14

£34.6m




8.6%
Of net base
costs at
2013/14

£25.6m

6.4% of
net base
costs
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6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

2.5%

2.5%

5%

5%

10%

Must
increase by
8.3% to
break even
overall

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

As noted in the Key Issues introduction, this submission incorporated a net surplus of expenditure
reductions over additional expenditure of £1.2m for the transitional period. The narrowness of
this margin makes the case particularly susceptible to adverse movements as can be seen from
the table above. A marginal change of 5% additional expenditure and a 5% lower expenditure
reduction means that this submission would be unlikely to achieve – even testing for a 2.5%
change indicates that the transition plan will be unlikely to meet the Secretary of State’s
affordability criterion.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Tables 3(a) and 3(b)
above on the 5 affordability criterion.
Table 6
Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability
Criterion 1
Criterion 2
Criterion 3
Criterion 4
Criterion 5
Criteria
Transitional Payback
Capital
Satisfactory Council
costs
period
transitional balances
Tax
costs
As submitted
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
Adjusted as per risk still
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above
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The modelled risks and opportunities reduce additional expenditure by £10.4m and reduce
expenditure reductions by £10.3m (whilst also repaying £9.0m back into earmarked reserves)
over the period – a net improvement of £0.1m on the net surplus in this business case.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted
£1,195

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,198

Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

£1,194

Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission

£1,181
£1,167

Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities (East Devon)

£1,162

Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

£4.3m

£1,181
£1,167

Note: the year 2 Council tax figure of £1,167 in the submission is made up of the new unitary
council tax of £1,137 and an assessed average parish precept for the new unitary area of
some £30. The new Council tax in each district area will incorporate the actual parish precept
and in East Devon the parish precept is £25 so the total Council Tax in East Devon in year 2
will be £1,162. The parish precept / averaging methodology obscures the fact that for this
submission, Council tax will be equalised in year two at the lowest level in place in 2007/08.
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9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Table 8
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3
This
submission:
0.33%

Score 3
This
submission:
4.8 years

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2
4.2%, 0.8%
over
recommended
level
Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

Below average
by over £5
Score 1
This
submission:
£13
Below average
by up to £5

Score 2

At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 10

HIGH RISK
See note 1 below

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
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Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
Note 3 – We have applied possible opportunities to this submission by using data obtained from
other championed two unitary submissions. Therefore, it should not be assumed that the
model applied is sustainable, without further detailed work, and especially without a sponsor.
Note that the risk matrix scores this submission at high risk, even after taking modelling into
account.

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1

Our modelling for specific risks suggests that this submission would meet the
affordability criteria but with a very tight margin. However, after modelling for an
increased general risk of 2.5% this submission fails to meet the affordability criteria.
Our overall assessment therefore, as shown in table 8 above, is that this is a high risk
submission.

10.2

Council tax analysis indicates that the submission will be able to reduce Council tax in
the ways measured above and will be able, by year 2, to equalise at the lowest level of
Council tax in place in 2007/08.

10.3

A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources
which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will
be a factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning.
We note that unallocated balances will, in the worse case scenario, be 0.9% of base
costs – substantially below the 3.4% Lead officer’s recommendation.

10.4

Whilst the approach taken in developing this submission – starting with a Devon
County Unitary and focussing on changes around the margin to construct a Devon
rural business case – is understandable given the time available - it is a moot point as
to how the submission would have been shaped if – in the phrase used by Local
Government Futures – “an alternative bottom up approach had been adopted.” We
have attempted to consider aspects of an alternative approach in our modelling but it
is likely that a locally based exercise would be better able to identify and exploit further
efficiencies.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Only likely to be achieved after
Criterion 1
possible opportunity modelling.
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2


Only likely to be achieved after
possible opportunity modelling

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3



Likely to be achieved

 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4


Only likely to be achieved after
possible opportunity modelling

 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

HIGH RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - total additional expenditure £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph B - total additional expenditure per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph C – Expenditure reductions £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph D – Expenditure reductions per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph E – average cost of staff reduction per head of staff released
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Graph F – cost of pay harmonisation £m in 2 unitary submissions
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Graph G - IT reductions £m in 2 Unitary submissions
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Graph H - IT reductions £per head in 2 Unitary submissions
Two unitaries - expenditure reductions £ per head of population
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR NORFOLK COUNTY
UNITARY EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 The population of this possible unitary pattern would be approximately 826,700 compared
with 901,700 for the unitary pattern including Lowestoft, reflecting a reduction of 75,100
representing the population of Lowestoft. This equates to a reduction of 8.3% meaning that
the non inclusion of Lowestoft produces a potential Norfolk Unitary authority that is 91.6%, in
population terms, the size of the pattern that includes Lowestoft. Either unitary proposal, if
adopted, would result in an authority that is nearly twice the size of any other of the current
proposals, and would be amongst the biggest unitary authorities in England.
1.2 The Business Case for this unitary pattern is substantially the same as that for the unitary
pattern including Lowestoft. The effect of leaving Lowestoft in Suffolk seems to be
estimated as follows:
 The net budget after use of balances reduces by £57, but external finance also
reduces by £28m. The net cost to the Council Tax payer is reduced by £29m.
 The net transition plan savings have reduced by £2.6m
 The reduction in the Council Tax base appears to have allowed a minor reduction in
the submitted Council Tax – from £1199 with Lowestoft to £1197 without Lowestoft
 Thus overall , whilst less net savings appear possible to be made, overall there is
marginal benefit if Lowestoft is placed in Norfolk
£3.3m less gross savings are predicted compared to the submission including Lowestoft, so
that these then total £81.9m (See graph A), divided between Corporate (£41.7m) and
Services costs (£40.2m). Although we are told that this is an allocation from the overall
savings predicted by Norfolk, this latter figure is disproportionately substantially higher than
that predicted by submissions from the other two Counties. (See graph B). We have
considered this in our modelling.
However, no savings are assumed to arise from within Children’s and Adult Social Services,
but only in those ‘aligned’ with district services (highways, planning, cultural services etc) and
include service management reductions in those areas
1.3 The population difference results in expenditure reductions per head being greater for this
proposed unitary authority, £99, compared with the alternative that includes Lowestoft £94.
(See graph C)
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1.4 Much of the overall savings predictions arise from work that has already taken place and are
reflected in the Shared Services Business Case which reviews the potential for merging
County services with those of 7 Districts into a special delivery trading company wholly
owned by the new unitary authority. It is predicted that by year 2 a reduction of 59
Information Technology posts will have been saved, at an ongoing saving of £2.5m per
annum (£8.1m over the transitional period) See graph D. We have considered both of these
items in our modelling.
1.5 Staff release numbers equate to 4.0% (slightly higher proportion than that anticipated from
Unitary pattern including Lowestoft) of the assessed work force at vesting day which is
reasonably consistent with other submissions.
1.6 Gross additional expenditure of £42.1m includes £32.7m for staffing of which £14m relates to
staff release costs (net staff released 420) at an average of £22k per head of staff released.
The gross total is below the County Unitary average cost of £47.7m. See graph E
1.7 Procurement savings predicted are significant at £11.8m and higher than other County
submissions. We have considered this in our modelling.
1.8 S151 certifications - as at 31st October, 5 of these had not been received. We had been
th
notified that these comments would not be available until 17 October at the earliest, but this
has not been achieved.
Of the remainder, although base data has been accepted, the relevant S151 officers are not
able to give an opinion on the figures for various reasons, including timescale of the process
The fact that a substantial number of s151 officers in Norfolk have not felt able to able to
confirm that the figures are not unreasonable has influenced our approach to risk modelling

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period

-£39.8m



-£20.1m



Ongoing savings of (3.4% of base
costs )

Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

-£48 per
head
-£24 per
head

3 Years
£31.3m
£60.8m

10.1%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting
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3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
Issue
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£51

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£99

Devon two
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
Remainder
£61

All
submissions
£108

Percentage
staffing
changes

4.0%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£22k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£12m

Devon
County
unitary and
Devon two
unitary
pattern Devon
Remainder
£42k
This
submission
and
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

All
submissions
£5.8m

Well below
average
£4 per head
more than
Norfolk
County with
Lowestoft
County with
Lowestoft
£94 therefore
£5 per head
higher, but
still below
average
Norfolk
County with
Lowestoft
3.9%

Norfolk
County
submissions
both at the
same level
and seem
reasonable
compared
with others
More than
double the
average

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our covering the following issues:
Lack of Section 151 certificates from constituent authorities
External advice to Norfolk
Retained balances levels for constituent authorities
Council Tax equalisation
Level of vacancies
Split of external finance
ICT costs and savings, including contracts in place for certain authorities
Pay harmonisation
Senior staff savings and support to CMT
Procurement savings
Savings in other services
Office accommodation rationalisation
Trading services of wholly owned companies
Staff Turnover figures to clarify the extent to which they include movement of staff between
Norfolk authorities
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk still inherent
Savings in non corporate areas appear to be optimistic

Income from Shared Services Trading £0.175m

Action - Modelling
Reduce non
corporate savings by
20%
Delete from savings

Norfolk’s response to our question as follows:
“The Shared Services model as described has a good track
record of trading with other local authorities providing them
with the core services that our Norse Group of Companies
offers. We expect the Shared services vehicle to also achieve
trading income by selling services to other local authorities in
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due course.
However, there is likely to be less demand arising from unitary
solutions, not only in Norfolk but elsewhere in the country and
risks involved from competition from other Shared Service
providers, e.g., Northamptonshire and Cambridgeshire.
Information Technology reduction of 59 posts assumed from
year 2 onwards producing savings of £2.478m per annum.
Risk that this will not be achieved on time.
Procurement – “Improved procurement in major contract
spend, will provide savings of £1m each in year in Year 2
rising to £2m each in year 3 onwards. This is based on an
assumed reduction of 6.7% on a District third party contract
spend of £30m. £1m of the annual £2m is expected to come
from the ICT rationalisation project, covering all the ICT
software and hardware contracts. Improved terms for major
contracts (e.g. waste collection, property maintenance,
catering, etc) we expect savings of at least 5% on annual
spend of £40m.” Figures derived from a recent shared
services project carried out by Norfolk working with District
Councils.

No additional
reduction for this as
included in above
Discount projected
savings by 20% to
build in risk of non
achievement.

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled

Indicator


Net savings over the 5
year period



Ongoing savings of (%
of base costs )


Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
 Balances increase
over the 5 year period
by


6.

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

-£39.8m
(-6.5% of
base
costs)
-£20.1m

-£48 per
head

-£24 per
head

-£29.3m
(-4.8% of
base
costs)
-£16.2m

3 Years

3.2 Years

£31.3m

£20.3m

£60.8m

10.1% of
net base
costs

£49.9m

-£35 per
head

-£20 per
head

8.3% of net
base costs

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
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exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

10%

10%

15%

15%

20%

20%

10%

Can reduce
expenditure
reductions
by 43.4%
and still
break even
overall but
may fail
other
criterion

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Thus even if all estimates are not achieved by 20% - the outer limit of this broad analysis – the
transition plan will still meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.
When predicted expenditure is seen to increase by 10% over present estimates and expenditure
reductions are under achieved by 43.4%, the transitional costs will still break even. This is a very
significant reduction and unlikely to occur. However , at that stage, whilst balances at year 1 are
in line with that recommended, balances in years 2 and 3 are seen to be likely to dip below the
recommended level by £3.2m ( 0.5% of base costs) and £0.4m (0.6% of base costs). These
figures, nevertheless, should be manageable overall.
This indicates that the submission looks likely to continue to meet the affordability criterion even if
the estimates are significantly at variance in the final outturn with those submitted.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.
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Criteria

As submitted
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

The modelling produces a net reduction in estimated costs of over £10m, but even so reserves at
the end of year 4 will be likely to be significantly above the level recommended by the Sec 151
officer.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,206

£1,207

£1,206

£1,197
£1,197

£1,197
£1,197

£1,162
(Breckland)
£10.2m per
annum
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Thus the submission appears to be able to have a Council Tax set below the average for all
methods, but not below the lowest Council Tax presently in place in 2007

9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

Low

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

Medium

Score 1
This
submission:
4.8%
1% - up to 3%

Category

High

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission:
3.2 years

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2
3.9, 0.9%
above
recommended
level
Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

Below average
by up to £5

Score 1
£9 below

Score 2

At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 7

LOW RISK

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
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Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 After discounting certain expenditure reductions by significant amounts for possible
inherent risks, the submission apparently meets all of the affordability criteria and
remains robust.
10.2 The sensitivity analysis confirms that the figures remain robust even at 20% adverse
variance.
10.3 The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission will be able to reduce to below
the average Council Tax as measured, but that to equalise at the lowest level would
cost £10.2m per annum.
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources
which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will
be a factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning.
We note that unallocated balances will even in the worse case scenario, as modelled,
be 8.3% of base costs at the end of year 4 – 5.3% above the Lead officer’s
recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax on average as
advised by the Boundary Committee

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represent

LOW RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A – Comparison of Expenditure Reductions – Unitary County Submissions (£)
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Graph B – Comparison of Gross Expenditure reductions - Service costs -
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Graph C – Comparison of Gross Expenditure Reductions (£m)
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Graph D – Comparison of expenditure reductions Information Technology (£m)
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Graph E – Comparison of Additional Expenditure for County Unitary Submissions (£m)
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR TWO UNITARY
AUTHORITY PATTERN (A) NORWICH GREAT
YARMOUTH (EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT)
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 The submission received was based essentially on the assumptions and business case used
for the Norfolk County Unitary submissions. This reflected the lack of a champion or sponsor
for this pattern, and consequently no business case that explored the possible financial
opportunities that might be achievable from a two unitary authority pattern within Norfolk.
Significant risks were however identified within the submission, and if they came to pass they
would significantly impact upon the financial reserves available and potentially the ability to
deliver savings within the timescales required.
1.2 One highly significant outcome of the lack of a focused business case is the consideration of
both strategic management structures at director level and those at operational level and the
potential for “flatter” structures arising from a unitary formed of 2 District Councils, and 3 part
District Councils together with a reduced County Council. This, undoubtedly, impacts upon
the considered assessment of potential expenditure reductions.
1.3 The population of this possible Two Unitary pattern would be approximately 339,100
compared with the similar Two Unitary pattern that includes Lowestoft population
approximately 414,200, i.e. 82%. However, predicted gross additional expenditure is
£44.8m, only £1m less than the pattern including Lowestoft. See Graph A
1.4 The effect of this is that the gross additional expenditure per head of population is £132 the
third highest of all sixteen submissions and £45 above the average. See Graph B
1.5 A key reason for this vast difference appears to be the exceptionally high additional staffing
cost which for this submission is predicted as £24.9m compared with £5.4m for the Suffolk
Unitary Remainder (1) submission, and an average predicted cost of £7.7m for the 13
submissions excluding the 3 Two Unitary pattern (A) submissions for Norfolk. See Graph D
1.6 Gross expenditure reductions on the other hand are forecast as £34.7m, split between
Corporate (£17.6m) and Service costs (£17.1m) – the latter figure appears to be a high
proportion. However, no savings are predicted to arise from the key services of Children’s
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and Adult Social Services, but in those aligned to district services (highways, cultural services
etc), and include management reductions in those areas. See Graphs E & F
The figures have not been assessed by any particular costed methodology as can be seen
from the following explanation: “We were not able to calculate savings by service area
because of lack of information about and differences between District services. The savings
themselves are a mix of staff and non-staff related savings. The total savings figures have
been empirically assessed. The actual amounts, however, that would in reality be achieved
under the service headings in the workbook is unknown and could only be estimated. We
took a pragmatic approach and divided savings across service headings across service
headings in the Workbook based on estimated size of function.”
1.7 The financial data, as submitted, indicated that this Pattern, even before allowing for the risks
associated with a reorganisation of this type, was unlikely to meet all of the criteria
determined by Secretary of State to assess the affordability of the submission. Yet by
population size this Two Unitary pattern would be substantially larger than many established
unitary authorities that are affordable.
1.8 It is a requirement that when two or more unitary authorities are created within a county area
that a Combined Fire Authority (CFA) is created. So far as this review is concerned, the
requirement applies only to Norfolk and Suffolk, Devon fire services are already
administered by a Devon and Somerset CFA.
The creation of two or more unitary solutions in either Norfolk or Suffolk would require the
establishment of a CFA and both Counties have agreed that this would be the case.
During the course of our review we have noted that the approach taken by Norfolk and
Suffolk in developing the potential cost of a CFA has been substantially different resulting in
significant variations in the likely projected costs. The Suffolk approach projects set up and
ongoing costs up to the end of 2013/14 of £1.8m – whilst the Norfolk approach projects an
equivalent figure of £7.7m. We have addressed this in our modelling.
1.9 We have, therefore, modelled both the risks and opportunities that might be forthcoming from
this Unitary Pattern.
1.10 In reviewing this submission, we have not considered specifically the approach taken by
Greater Norwich, due to the difficulties with that submission as highlighted in that review.

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks and these
have helped us to review the figures provided. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net cost over the 5 year period

£10.1m

£30 per head



-£2.4m

-£7 per head

Ongoing savings of (0.9% of base
costs )
 Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances decrease over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remaining as at end
of 2013/14

Over 5 Years
-£16.8m
-£1.5m

-0.6%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14
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Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
submission submission Submission
Issue
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population
Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population
Percentage
staffing
changes

£132

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
Submissions
£87

£102

Devon two
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
Remainder
£61

All
Submissions
£108

0.9%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff
released

£23k

Devon
County
and Devon
two unitary
pattern –
Devon
Remainder
£42k

This
submission
–Norwich
and Great
Yarmouth
excluding
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£5.3m

Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

Average all
submissions
exc. Two
Unitary
Patterns (A)
£66
Single
Unitary
patterns
average
£82
May be
opportunities
to reduce
staff by
higher
percentage

May reflect
predominant
release of
middle
management
staff

All
submissions
£5.8m

Appears to
be consistent
with average

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our covering the following issues:
Lack of Section 151 certificates from constituent authorities
Treatment of potential costs of Combined Fire Authority
Explanation of increased staffing costs of £2,784m for Children’s Services, Adult Social Services
and Planning and Transportation. Same data in respect of £1.25m for each additional
Operational area
Explanation of costs relating to “Skills for Norfolk”, “Norfolk Learning for Life” and “Public Sector
Leadership Academy for Norfolk”
Disaggregation of External Finance
Staff Turnover figures to clarify the extent to which they include movement between Norfolk
authorities
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis

5.

Risks and Opportunities still inherent – modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations. Due to the
lack of sponsorship of this pattern, we believe that the opportunities that arise from such a
reorganisation have not been fully represented. For both risks and opportunities, we have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken – nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
5.1

Risks modelled
Table 3 (a)
Risk still inherent
There is the risk that due to the lack of a champion, driving the
restructure, and cooperation between the constituent
authorities that there would be a delay in savings been
achieved over the period. In addition it is possible that staff
turnover figures include movement of staff between existing
Norfolk authorities. The advent of a unitary authority may
reduce turnover and consequent natural wastage by a
considerable amount. Taking these two risks into account it is
not unlikely that there may be a delay in achieving the
reductions estimated.
Other service cost savings also likely to be affected in a
similar manner and be overstated. A reduction 10% in these
areas is not unreasonable. See Graph F

Action – Modelling
Reduce savings in
staffing by 6 months
in the first year – net
effect £1.3m

Reduce other service
cost savings by 10%.
– net effect £1.7m
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We have compared the approach taken by Suffolk with that
taken by Norfolk in estimating the costs that may arise from a
Combined Fire Authority. The additional cost computed by
Norfolk assumes that the CFA would provide its own staffing
and that there would be no direct savings to the Norfolk
establishment, and that resultant savings have been
incorporated in overall staff savings. The Suffolk approach
gives rise to an estimated ongoing cost of £0.3m whilst the
Norfolk approach gives rise to an ongoing cost of £1.9m. We
consider that the cost arrived at by Norfolk may be too high.
5.2

Reduce apportioned
CFA costs by 50% net effect £1.8m

Opportunities modelled
Table 3 (b)
Opportunities still to be explored
The costs of additional staffing to account for the
disaggregation of County services appears to be high when
compared with other submissions for Two Unitary
submissions. It is also likely to be higher than would be the
case if the possible unitary were championed by an authority
that would seek to constrain costs and provide for a leaner
overall management structure. This would also be applied to
the high cost of change management, even though that
expenditure may bring other benefits later. When compared
with other submissions a reduction of 50% may be possible.
See Graph C

Action – Modelling
Reduce additional
staff costs of
disaggregation of
County services and
change management
by 50% - net effect
£10.4m

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks and factor in opportunities in the
way set out, this would affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:

Indicator

As submitted
Council tax £1,232

Table 4
As modelled Council
tax £1,216



Net costs over the 5
year period

£10.1m

£30 per
head

£0.9m

£3 per
head



Ongoing savings of (%
of base costs )

-£2.4m

-£7 per
head

-£4.3m

-£13 per
head



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances used over
the 5 year period by

Over 5
Years

Over 5
Years

-£16.8m

-£16.8m

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

-£1.5m




-0.6% of
net base
costs

£0.5m

0.2% of
net base
costs

The original submission proposed Council tax at £1,232 - £15 higher than the current
assessed average which would immediately fail the affordability criterion for Council
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tax. We have accordingly modelled on the basis of a Council tax set at £1,216 - £1
lower that the current average of £1,217.

6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

10%

Must over
achieve their
expenditure
reductions by
29.2% to meet
break even for
level of funds
required by S151
officer
recommendation,
but are unlikely
to meet other
criteria.

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Thus even if all estimates are achieved – the transition plan is unlikely to meet the Secretary of
State’s affordability criterion.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks and potential
opportunities on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks and opportunities as identified in
Tables 3(a) and 3(b) above on the 5 affordability criterion.
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Criteria

As submitted
Adjusted as per risk and
opportunities still inherent
and included in the
modelled issues shown
above

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

Unlikely to
be met
Unlikely to
be met

The modelling produces a net reduction in costs of nearly £9m and even so requires that
reserves will have been fully applied by the end of the transition period, a situation that would not
be sustainable.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with those
projected for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches are as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total
Council Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using
Apportioned Base expenditure and external finance
for the constituent authorities, brought together for
the new unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

Base Council tax as
calculated by each
method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,222

£1,218
£1,217

£1,232
£1,232

£1,216
£1,216

£1,194
(Great Yarmouth)
£4.3m per annum
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9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3
This
submission:
+0.4%

Score 3
This
submission:Over 5 years

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below average
by up to £5

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3
1.5%, -2.0%
below
recommended
level

Score 1

Score 2
This
submission is
£1 below
Method 3
average
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 12

HIGH RISK

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4 , the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
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Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.

10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 The pattern as submitted, even before evaluating potential risks, would not meet the
Secretary of State’s Affordability criterion, and the Business Case would need to be
significantly redrawn from a point of view that explored the financial opportunities that
may exist for this unitary pattern of local government. The absence of a sponsor or
champion to lead and implement a focused business plan would inevitably increase the
risk of failing to deliver to budget.
10.2 The sensitivity analysis demonstrates that significant cost savings need to be
forthcoming from the chosen operational methods and organisational structures
proposed for this unitary pattern to meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.
Without a sponsor or champion for this pattern, it is unlikely that an alternative
approach will be developed within the timescales allowed.
10.3 The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission will not be able to reduce to the
average Council Tax and still meet the other affordability criteria. Nor will the
submission be able to reduce to the lowest Council tax in place - which would cost
£4.3m per annum.
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is in itself a very significant task and the effort and
resources which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant
balances will be a factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the
best of planning. We note that unallocated balances will in the worse case scenario be
-0.6% of base costs – 4.1% below the Lead officer’s recommended level.
10.5 Even after modelling opportunities using as a guideline data from other Two Unitary
submissions this pattern is highly unlikely to meet the Secretary of State’s Affordability
criterion.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Not Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Not Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:



Not Likely to be achieved



• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Not likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represent

HIGH RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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£m

Graph A – Comparison of Gross Additional Expenditure including capital – (£m)
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£m

Graph B – Comparison of Gross Additional Expenditure including capital – per head of
population (£)
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Graph C - Comparison of Costs of Additional Staffing £ per Head
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Graph D - Comparison of Costs of Additional Staffing (£m)
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Graph E – Comparison of Corporate Costs Expenditure Reduction (£m)
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£m

Graph F – Comparison of Services Expenditure Reduction (£m)
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR NORFOLK PATTERN B –
NORFOLK REMAINDER WITHOUT LOWESTOFT
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 At 607k population, if approved this non – County rural unitary would be one of the largest by
far in the country. There is only one other similar sized unitary submission in this round –
Rural Devon (562k). The nearest Metropolitan Authority of comparable population size is
Leeds at 700k
1.2 The difference between the ‘Norfolk remainder including Lowestoft’ submission and this
submission, caused by the moving of Lowestoft to Suffolk appears to be as follows:
 Expenditure falls by £57m per annum, but formula grant falls by £27m per annum. After
taking balances into account and the net effect of the transition plan as submitted, there
is a net reduction in cost to the Council Tax payer in this submission of £30m per
annum by year 4.
 However, it appears that the Council Tax base does not fall in the same proportion. This
means that the Council tax as submitted falls in this submission to £1181, compared to
the level of £1190 which has been used in the ‘With Lowestoft’ submission - a reduction
of £9.
 However, the Transition Plan itself as put forward for this submission shows a reduction
in net savings of £2.6m compared against the Norfolk remainder with Lowestoft
submission. This is due to a reduction in additional expenditure of £0.7m, relating
principally to reduced staff release costs, but also to a lower level of expenditure
reductions of £3.3m caused by the lost opportunity to make savings in Lowestoft
administration costs.
 Thus, even though net savings reduce, there appears to be an overall benefit to Pattern
B Norfolk remainder if Lowestoft is placed in Norfolk.
1.3 In reconciling the base figures used in the submissions from Norfolk County, for “Two Unitary
Pattern B Norfolk Remainder”, and Norwich City, for “Two Unitary Pattern B Greater
Norwich”, we identified that the two were not using the same figures, and that consequently
there was a disparity of £7.1m.
The variance was substantially as follows:
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Service or grant

Norfolk County
implied
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
£m

Norwich City
apportionment to
Greater Norwich

Difference

£m
£m
Children’s Services
(Education)
Specific grants
Net difference

143.3
-120.3

156.8
-140.9

13.5
-20.6
-7.1

 If Norfolk County had used the apportionments as calculated by Norwich, the budget for
Pattern B Norfolk remainder would have increased by some £7m which would have fallen
on the Council Tax. This is equivalent to about £32 per Council Tax payer. The
submission presently shows Council Tax at £1181 £17 less than the average Council tax
in place in 2007 (see Table 7).
 We have not been able to get agreement from Norfolk and Norwich on this
apportionment. We have therefore evaluated both this submission and the submission as
presented by Greater Norwich, and then noted what the effect might be if the
disaggregation were not finally to be as each submission predicts.
 This is dealt with in more detail in the summary report. Our concluding comments on this
issue in this report are shown at Section 10.

1.4 Combined Fire Authority (CFA)
 Setting up a two unitary pattern in Norfolk will require the establishment of a new CFA
which will precept on the two unitaries. Norfolk County (lead authority for this pattern B
Norfolk remainder submission) have calculated that there will be additional ongoing costs
of £1.9m.
 We have compared the cost of the CFA as put forward by Norfolk with the costs put
forward for the Suffolk CFA, and note they are widely dissimilar in both set up costs and
ongoing running costs. (Suffolk’s ongoing cost estimate is £0.3m compared to Norfolk’s
£1.9m )
 We have considered this issue in our modelling below.
1.5 This submission has been based on the County’s own submission then adjusted for the
difference in size - this is the same approach that has been used for the other submissions
led by the County in Norfolk Pattern A. Because of this we have applied the same modelling
which was sued for the Pattern B submission with Lowestoft, and the detail of this is show
below.
1.6 Staff release cost have been calculated on the same basis as the County submission and
base figures are consistent with that – see graphs A and B. Similarly pay harmonisation
costs are significant, but in line with the other submissions – see graph H.
rd
1.7 It seems reasonable that an authority of this size -(0.6m, about 2/3 the size of the whole
County) - would reflect more the senior staffing structure of a present county than a smaller
authority. However, whilst the additional staffing attributed to this submission is lower than in
Pattern A due the difference in size (this submission is about 50% larger by population than
Pattern A submissions), this submission’s additional staffing cost equate to £20 per head of
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population, compared to the two unitary submissions prepared by Suffolk (£13), which again
is about 2/3rd of that County’s by population see graph C. Pattern B’s figures are however
lower than Devon’s. We have considered this in our modelling.
1.8 Conversely, other costs appear to be lower. IT costs in Norfolk are estimated to be
substantially lower than required in Suffolk and Devon – see graph F and we have
considered this in our modelling.
1.9 Savings in staffing and services have been calculated in a similar way to that relating to the
County, so the figures come from work which has already taken place. The Shared Services
Business Case is the result of a piece of work commissioned by Norfolk County Council into
the feasibility of bringing together all services in the County Council and the 7 Districts into a
new delivery vehicle which would be a trading company, wholly owned by the new unitary
authority, joining the group of companies already owned and run by the County Council.
There is therefore a basis for the projected savings but they may however seem a little
optimistic and we have taken this into account in our modelling.
1.10
However, although they may be broad allocations because of the high level approach the
County have taken to all their submissions, savings in non corporate areas are high when
compared to other County lead two unitary patterns – see graph G. Again we have
considered this in our modelling

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period

-£15.9m



-£11.9m



Ongoing savings of (2.7% of base
costs )

Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

-£26 per
head
-£20 per
head

3.6 years
£19.7m
£37.5m

8.4%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

However, the figures as submitted mean that balances go below the minimum recommended
level in year 1, by £4.1m.
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3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
Issue
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population
Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population
Percentage
staffing
changes

£76

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

£103

Devon 2
unitary –
Exeter &
Exmouth
£197

All
submissions
£108

3.4%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£24k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£9m

Devon
County
Unitary
and Devon
two
Pattern
Devon
Remainder
£42k
Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61
Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A –
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

£5.8m

Broadly
average for
Norfolk
County lead
submissions

About
average for
Norfolk
County lead
submissions

In line with
other Norfolk
County lead
submissions

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues, some of which we
sought when reviewing the Norfolk County submission on which this submission is based:

Much of our review was informed by the Pattern B with Lowestoft submission. However we did
seek further information where the reasons for the differences between the two submissions
were not clear - this included relating to
- Council tax
- procurement
- additional staff
- pay harmonisation
- senior staff reductions
S151 certificates
External advice to Norfolk
Council Tax equalisation
Level of vacancies
ICT costs and savings
Procurement savings
Savings in other services
Office accommodation rationalisation
Trading savings of wholly owned companies
General savings levels
Education costs and grants disaggregation
Combined Fire Authority costs
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks and opportunities still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk and opportunities still inherent
Additional staff requirements have been calculated using the
County staffing model and applying this proportionately.
Though this would be a very large unitary at 0.6m population

Action - Modelling
Reduce additional
staffing by 10% - net
effect -£0.8m
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this approach may still give rise to higher staffing levels than
may be applied when actually implemented, and Norfolk
recognise this in the submission. We have assumed a
marginal reduction for modelling purposes
Procurement savings are a high contributor to overall savings
and may be optimistic
Savings in non corporate areas are the result of an allocation ,
but overall savings levels still could be high
Combine Fire authority costs calculated by Norfolk total £1.9m
ongoing, compared to Suffolk’s calculation for the same
requirement of £0.3m.
Whilst It is noted that there are additional provisions within
change management cost, IT costs still seem low, even
though they will be based on the present County platform, The
submission also includes a reduction in IT staff from present
combined levels.

Reduce savings by
20% - net effect
£1.8m
Reduce savings by
20% - net effect
£6.0m
Reduce the element
relating to this
submission by 50% net effect -£2.9m
Increase IT costs by
100% - still well
below the average for
two unitary costs –
net effect £1.1m

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled
Council Tax at £1181
Council Tax at £1197 –
Indicator
i.e. £1 below present
average level
 Net savings over the 5
-£15.9m
-£26 per
-£10.7m
-£18 per
year period
head
head


Ongoing savings of



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
 Balances increase
over the 5 year period
by


6.

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

-£11.9m

-£20 per
head

-£10.7m

3.6
years

3.9
Years

£19.7m

£27.9m

£37.5m

8.4% of
net base
costs

£45.7m

-£18 per
head

10.1% of
net base
costs

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
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In this particular submission, there is an additional issue. The submission has been based on a
Council Tax after inception of £1181, lower than the present average by £17. This has a
significant impact on balances and therefore we have modelled Council Tax at inception at £1197
– i.e. £1 below the present Council Tax average level.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs

As submitted but
modelling Council Tax at
£1197

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

5%

5%

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

10%

10%

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

15%

15%

20%

20%

Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

10%

Can reduce
by 28%
and still
break even
overall

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

As sensitivity is applied the shortfall in balances increases, but there is a shortfall as submitted
even with the modelling we have undertaken to protect balances as much as possible.




As submitted with a Council Tax of £1,181, £17 below the average calculated by
method 3 (table 8), balances are below the minimum by £4.1m in year 1 – although they
reach £37.5m (8.4% of base costs) by end of year 4.
In order to protect balances as far as possible we have remodelled the figures as
submitted with a Council Tax of £1,197, £1 below the average as calculated by method
3 of Table 8.
But even with Council Tax at £1197:
–
year 1 has balances less than recommended by £1.3m, a figure which could
be handled through short term earmarked reserves as long as these were
paid back in a reasonable period.
–
At 5%, year 1 has balances less than recommended by £1.9m.
–
at 10%, year 1 has balances less than recommended by £3.1m.
–
at 15%, year 1 has balances less than recommended by £4.7m and in year 2
by £0.6m and the transition plan fails to break even by £0.3m.
–
at 20%, the position worsens further in each of years 1 and 2, and the
transition plan itself fails to break even by £5.8m.
–
yet for each level of sensitivity year 3 and 4 see a return to acceptable
balances levels.
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This indicates that, despite the figures being modelled at a higher Council Tax level to protect
balances, the submission may be likely not to meet the affordability criterion at levels of sensitivity
of 10%, (and perhaps 5%), and above. This is quite low in terms of possible changes in
estimates, and indicates the submission may not be robust to change. It may not be possible to
support figures up to 10% from short-term investment of earmarked funds even if these are paid
back in a reasonable period – say in the following year.
If the education disaggregation issue were in the event to be nearer to the figures put forward by
Norwich, then there would be an additional burden of up to £7m which would fall directly on the
Council Tax , as balances are already under strain, by up to as much as £32.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.
Table 6

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

As submitted

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met

Adjusted as per risk and
opportunities still inherent
and including the
modelled issues shown
above

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met

Criteria

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Unlikely to
be met as
submitted
Unlikely to
be met as
submitted

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

The figures as submitted mean that balances go below the minimum recommended level in year
1, by £4.1m. The submission assumes a Council Tax of £1181, compared to an average for the
unitary of £1198.
Despite increasing Council Tax to £1197 as indicated above, as modelling is applied there will be
difficulty regarding acceptable levels of balances in year 1. However, even at this higher level of
Council Tax, reducing the use of balances, when the above modelling is applied, there is a
shortfall of £1.3m in year 1.

Again, the education disaggregation issue could worsen this position considerably.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
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Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1197

£1198

£1198

£1181
£1181

£1197
£1197

£1162
£4.2m
Breckland

Thus the figures as submitted show a Council Tax level below the averages calculated by each of
the three methods. However, the submission is higher than the lowest level of the present Council
Taxes in the constituent authorities. This approach would mean that balances were under severe
train if modelling or sensitivity were applied. As presented there is a shortfall in balances in year
1.
We have therefore remodelled the submitted figures using a Council Tax of £1197, to preserve
balances as far as possible. When this is done, the figure is only lower than the average Council
Tax when calculated using method 2 and 3. It cannot be set at the lowest Council Tax level in
2007
Again, the education disaggregation issue could worsen this position considerably.

9.

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission:
Yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2
This
submission
2.4%

Score 2
This
submission:
3.9 years

Nil and below –
up to 1%

4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Not fully
funded

Score 3

Score 3

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

5-7
8-10
11 and above

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1

Below average
by over £5

Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below average
by up to £5

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3
3%, -0.25
below the
recommended
level

Score 1

Score 2
This
submission:
£1 below
average
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 10

HIGH RISK
See note 1 below

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4 , the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
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Note 3 – This assessment takes no account of the possible further difficulty which may be caused
the disaggregation of Education expenditure and grants

10 Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants
10.1 This submission has been based on the assumptions used by the Norfolk County
submission. Norfolk themselves accept that if different assumptions were used there
would be different outcomes.
10.2 The effect of retaining Lowestoft in Suffolk appears to give a net benefit to this
submission.
10.3 However, we have applied modelling tests to the submitted figures, and even after
reducing expenditure reasonably, and making adjustments for possible optimistic
savings, we find that the submission has significant problems concerning one criterion –
that of retaining adequate balances in the early years of the unitary. After that the
balances level could be acceptable.
10.3 When higher sensitivity tests are applied, it seems to us to show that the submission is
susceptible to reasonable levels of changes in estimates, with the result that the problem
of adequate balances could be exacerbated. At these levels, it may not be possible to
support the position from earmarked reserves which must be paid back in the following
year.
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a
factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. Whilst
we have highlighted the issue that appears in the shorter term, over the longer period the
balances do appear to be regenerated. We note that unallocated balances by year 4 will
even in the worse case scenario be 6.6% of base costs – above the level (3.25%) of the
Lead officer’s recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4



Unlikely to be achieved,

 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing the average council tax as
advised by the Boundary Committee.

However, if the disaggregation of education spending and specific grants is not as
presented in this submission , but is nearer to that presented by Norwich City for
the Greater Norwich submission, both criteria 4 - satisfactory balances , and
criteria 5 – Council Tax are unlikely to be achieved.
Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

HIGH RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A Percentage staff change – Norfolk Submissions
Percentage staffing change
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Graph B Average cost of staff reduction - Norfolk submissions
Average cost of Staff reduction
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Graph C Two unitary patterns - additional staff costs per head of population
Two unitary patterns - £ per head of population
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Norfolk Pattern B Norfolk Remainder’s cost seems high compared to the Suffolk calculation

Graph D Two unitary patterns - Total expenditure reductions per head of population
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It is noticeable that unitary submissions led by present districts appear to show high savings per
head. All Norfolk lead submissions are similar.
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Graph E Two Unitary patterns – Total additional costs including capital financing
Two unitary patterns - £ per head of population
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Pattern B Norfolk remainder overall costs are shown as lower per head than either pattern A
submissions lead by Norfolk.
Graph F Two Unitary patterns – Total IT costs
Two unitary patterns - £ per head of population
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Discounting the specific circumstances of Greater Norwich, all Norfolk lead submissions have low
IT costs compared to Suffolk and Devon
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Graph G
Two unitary Patterns – Non corporate areas
Two unitaries - expenditure reductions £ per head of population
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Pattern B Norfolk remainder is in line with Pattern A, but all are above other County lead two
unitary patterns
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Graph H
Staffing - pay harmonisation costs per average staff level
Staff related costs per average staff level
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR SUFFOLK UNITARY WITH
LOWESTOFT (excluding Ipswich and Felixstowe)
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These are essentially identical to
those highlighted in the ‘Suffolk unitary excluding Ipswich, Felixstowe and Lowestoft,’ review,
given that this business case is incorporating the impact of including Lowestoft. The key issues
for this review were
1.1 The submitted transition plan shows additional expenditure of £37.2m and expenditure
reductions of £37.6m – a surplus of only £0.4m over the transitional period. This would
represent an extremely tight margin - potentially hostage to any adverse changes in
assumptions.
1.2 In comparing this with the Suffolk unitary excluding Ipswich, Felixstowe and Lowestoft, the
following seems to be the effect of including Lowestoft




The Transitional Plan net savings increase by £10.6 m over the period, giving rise to the
marginal net position shown above (compared to the net cost of £10.2m in the submission
excluding Lowestoft).
Whilst the net effect as submitted is that the Council Tax in year 4 is at the same level in both
submissions, the higher savings here mean that retained balances are increased in this
submission.
Overall , the net effect is that this submission with Lowestoft produces a better financial
position

1.3 The transitional plan for this submission incorporates some £30m of efficiency savings which
are not directly related to reorganisation and which the County Council are currently
implementing under a programme entitled ‘Securing the Future (StF).
1.4 The impact of the Securing the Future programme of savings has been incorporated into the
workbook as a “Contribution from other sources outside the reorganisation net savings…”
These total £25.9m from year 1 to year 4 - 2013/14.
Given that the review exercise ignores expenditure and expenditure reductions that are not
directly related to reorganisation, these efficiency savings would normally be excluded from
the exercise.
However, the s151 officer has commented as follows:
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“I consider that the affordability test in all cases should include the Securing the Future (StF)
savings. The rationale for this is that if there was no programme during this period that was
delivering efficiency savings across county council services it would be sensible for one to be
assumed within the financial case. The reason that these additional savings are not
assumed is that we consider the StF programme will provide a sufficiently challenging
savings target for a new authority to deliver. An alternative position to present would be no
current efficiency programme and a set of generic efficiency savings “caused” by LGR.”
Several other submissions incorporate the type of generic efficiency programme to which he
has referred. We have reflected the inclusion of the Securing the Future (StF) savings in net
expenditure in our modelling work. The report for completeness shows the position with and
without the StF figures.
The figures themselves however are not fixed, but are estimates of savings which could
arise from a series of efficiency measures. We have included some modelling taking into
account the possibility that these will not all be achieved as estimated.
1.3 The expenditure reductions of £37.6m in the period (which equate to £77 per head) are
rather lower than the other 2 Unitary pattern submissions, where the average reduction is
£47.5m (£119.5 per head). (see graphs A and B) Related to this, the reductions in staffing
of 2.0% are again, somewhat lower than in the majority of submissions ( see graph E) .
1.4 Investment in localisation – this submission incorporates a substantial investment in this area
in years 1 to 4 – additional spending of £3.6m on staffing to support Community Boards
(ongoing spend of £0.6m p.a. thereafter) together with £4.8m (£1.2m p.a. thereafter) to add
to existing resources to provide a development budget of some £90k p.a. for each of the 18
new Community Boards.
1.5 Related to this investment in localisation, this submission also reflects a major investment in
ICT to support the localisation of service delivery in a Unitary Rural Suffolk and uses the
opportunity of a unitary service model to devolve service delivery into smaller community
areas than feasible in a two-tier approach. Investment of some £14m is planned over three
years - £9m of which is to be funded from existing resources. The balance of almost £5m £2.7m capital and £1.8 revenue which requires funding is included as additional spend within
the submission.
1.4 The new unitary authority will involve the inward transfer of over 2,100 staff. No provision
has been made for the additional HR workload involved in assimilating this population and
dealing with appeals – and assumptions around the number of staff entitled to a pay increase
through harmonisation of conditions may be optimistic. We have considered this in our
modelling
1.5 This submission proposes savings of some £3.5m in years 1 to 4 (ongoing savings of £1.4m
p.a.) based upon the assumed establishment of a joint Waste Authority, operating between
Suffolk Rural and North Haven unitary authorities. The impact of the Joint Authority not being
established would be to reduce the savings over the four years by some £1.2m (ongoing
savings would reduce to £0.9m). We have considered this in our modelling
1.6 S151 certifications - Qualified certifications were received from all relevant S151 officers.
Whilst all were able to certify the base data as acceptable, there were concerns about, the
level of savings, the StF savings and their validity in the process, waste savings, contingency
provisions and late changes to the workbooks, and the Boundary Committee overall process.
We have taken these comments into account in our review.
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2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period

-£0.4m

-£1 per head



-£9.2m

-£19 per
head

Ongoing savings of (2.8% of base
costs )



Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

4.9 Years
£16.8m
£54.3m

16.2%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting

3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following

Issue
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

This
submission
£76

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Average

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

£77

Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
remainder
excluding
Lowestoft
£61

£108

Table 2
Comment
This
submission is
below the
average for 2
unitary
pattern
submissions.
See graphs
A and B.
This – and
the other
Suffolk
unitary
remainder
are the
lowest of the
2 unitary
pattern
submissions.
See graphs
C and D.
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This
submission
2.0%

Highest
submission

Lowest
Submission

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£20k

Devon
County
and Devon
2 Unitary
£42k

Norwich Gt
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£2.4m

Norfolk
County
with /
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Issue
Percentage
staffing
changes

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

Average

Comment
This is lower
than the
majority of
submissions.

£5.8m

This is
slightly lower
than the
majority of
submissions.
See Graph
E.
This is below
the average
for 2 unitary
submissions.
See Graph
F.

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.

4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our queries covering the following issues:
Pay harmonisation
Dividing County services
Waste savings
Shared services staff savings
Support staff savings
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis. We were
also able to use the queries and responses from the earlier review of the ‘Suffolk unitary
excluding Lowestoft’ submission to inform our understanding of the principles underpinning this
submission.

5.

Risks still inherent - modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
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This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken - nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
5.1

Risks modelled
Table 3(a)
Risk still inherent
Pay harmonisation – agreed with Suffolk that provision is
understated.

Action - Modelling
Additional £0.2m from
2010/11 onwards.

Pay harmonisation – no provision for additional costs of
administering appeals etc for ex-District staff.

Allow for £0.175m in
year 1 and £0.175m in
year 2.
Allow for 50% of exDistrict staff - an
additional £1.2m from
2010/11 onwards.
Reduce by £0.2m in
2013/14.
Impact of WDA not
being set up - reduces
saving by £1.2m over
the period and £0.5m
p.a. thereafter.
Allow for £0.7m cost in
period - £0.2m
thereafter.

Pay harmonisation – only 20% of ex-District staff assumed to
receive a salary increase.

Redundancy – agreed with Suffolk that provision is
overstated
Savings in waste are dependent upon the establishment of a
joint Waste Disposal Authority (WDA).

Capital expenditure of £4.2m funded from capital receipts in
2010/11 but no loss-of-interest cost is incorporated.

5.2

Opportunities modelled
Opportunities inherent
‘Securing the future’ savings incorporated into expenditure
reductions from year 1 albeit – albeit at a slower rate of
achievement.

Action - Modelling
Reduce overall StF
savings by £6m –
transfer £22.4m into
expenditure reductions
for years 1 to 4.

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:

As submitted

Indicator
 Net savings
over the 5
year period
 Ongoing
savings of

-£0.4m
(-0.1%
of base
costs)
-£9.2m
(-2.8%

-£1 per
head

-£19
per

As submitted with
Securing the Future
savings

Table 4
As modelled with
Securing the Future
savings

-£26.3m
(-7.8% of
base
costs)
-£15.8m
(-4.7% of

-£15.1m
(-4.5% of
base
costs)
-£14.9m
(-4.5% of

-£54 per
head

-£32 per
head

-£31 per
head

£30 per
head
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 Payback
period of
years ( see
note 1 above)
 Balances
increase over
the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £
remain as at
end of
2013/14

of base
costs)
4.9
Years

head

£16.8m

£54.3m

16.2%
Of net
base
costs at
2013/14

base
costs)
2.8 years

base
costs)
3.6Years

£16.8

£3.3m

£54.3m

16.7%
Of net
base
costs at
2013/14

£40.8m

12.2% of
net base
costs

It will be noted that incorporating the Securing the Future savings produces a major improvement
in the affordability measures of this submission.

6.

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
We have separately modelled for the submission including the Securing the Future savings as
shown below.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)
Table 5(a) – excluding StF savings
As submitted without Securing the Future savings being included in net expenditure, but
as balances contributions
Additional
Additional
Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability
expenditure expenditure Criterion 1
Criterion 2
Criterion 3
Criterion 4
Criterion 5
increases
reductions
Transitional Payback
Capital
Satisfactory Council
by
reduce by
costs
period
transitional balances
Tax
costs
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
5%
5%
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
met
met
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
10%
10%
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
met
met
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
15%
15%
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
met
met
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
20%
20%
Unlikely to
Unlikely to
be met
be met
met
met
met
10%
Need to
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
increase
by 8.8%
and break
even
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overall

Including the StF savings through our modelling work produces the following perspective wher
the impact is immediately obvious:
Table 5(b) – including StF savings
As submitted with Securing the Future savings being included in net expenditure
Additional
Additional
Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability Affordability
expenditure expenditure Criterion 1
Criterion 2
Criterion 3
Criterion 4
Criterion 5
increases
reductions
Transitional Payback
Capital
Satisfactory Council
by
reduce by
costs
period
transitional balances
Tax
costs
5%
5%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
10%
10%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
15%
15%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
20%
20%
Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
met
met
met
met
met
10%
Can reduce Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be Likely to be
35.6% and
met
met
met
met
met
break even
overall
At the extreme test of variance – a 20% increase in expenditure and a 20% shortfall on
expenditure reductions – additional expenditure is met within the payback period, a surplus of
£6.2m is projected and balances at the end of 2013/14 are projected to be £34.3m (10.4%) –
higher than the s151 recommended prudent level of 5.0%.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.

Criteria

As submitted
As submitted with StF
included
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and including
the modelled issues
shown above, including
StF in base expenditure

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Unlikely to
be met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
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The fundamental significance of the StF savings – even when discounted through the modelling
exercise – can be seen in the table above.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows

Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted
£1,210

£1,212

Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

£1,211

Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission

£1,209
£1,206

Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

£1,180

9.

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,209
£1,206

£5.0m

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1
This
submission:
4.5%

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission:
3.6 years
4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Nil and below –
up to 1%

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

Score 3

Not fully
funded

Score 3

5-7
8-10
11 and above

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1
8% , 3%
above
recommended
level
Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

Below average
by over £5
Score 1

Below average
by up to £5

Score 2
This
submission:
£2 below
At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 7

LOW RISK

Note 1– If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
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10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 The efficiency savings from Suffolk’s ‘Securing the Future’ programme amount to
£25.9m in the first four years of the transition plan and are crucial to the success of the
move to Unitary status – without their inclusion the net savings are marginal and the
submission would be likely to fail when any sensitivity analysis is applied. With the
inclusion of the StF savings, the affordability criteria are met even up to the extreme
20% variance level – with a surplus of £5.2m over the payback period and balances at
the end of 2013/14 of £34.3m (10.4%).
10.2 Modelling for identified inherent risks , and including StF savings at the modelled level,
produces an overall surplus of £15.1m over the period and overall balances at the end
of 2013/14 of £40.8m – 12.2% compared to the s151 recommended level of 5%. The
risk matrix exercise shown above indicates that this modelled perspective provides a
significant comfort factor and is judged low risk.
10.2 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources which
need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will be a
factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning. We
note that unallocated balances will in the worse case scenario be £34.3m – 10.4% of
base costs and above the 5.0% Lead officer’s recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax on average as
advised by the Boundary Committee

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

LOW RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - total expenditure £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph B - total expenditure per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
T w o unitary patterns - £ per head of population
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Graph C – Expenditure reductions £m in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph D – Expenditure reductions per head in 2 unitary pattern submissions
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Graph E – average cost of staff reduction per head of staff released
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Graph F – cost of pay harmonisation in 2 unitary submissions
Two unitary patterns - £m
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
DETAILED REPORT FOR SINGLE UNITARY
PATTERN FOR SUFFOLK INCLUDING LOWESTOFT
SUBMISSION

1.

Key Issues

In reviewing the data submitted we identified certain key issues. These were
1.1 “Securing the Future”, an efficiency programme that pre-exists the period of the review and is
intended to deliver ongoing savings well into the future, and whilst the initiative is apparently
already delivering significant savings, it may be unrealistic to expect the rate of improvement
to continue during a period of significant change. Savings from “Securing the Future” are
accounted for in the Transition Plan as a contribution from other sources outside of the
reorganisation, and are significant; being £9.9m for year 1 and £10.6m per annum thereafter.
1.2 Waste Management – a significant initiative proposed to deliver savings from a Joint Waste
Disposal Authority resulting from a report that was commissioned and peer reviewed, and
formed the basis for negotiations between the constituent authorities over recent years.
However, some Sec 151 officers have expressed reservations about the level of savings that
will be achieved. The amount of predicted savings arising from this initiative has apparently
already been discounted within the submission.
1.3 The submission was supported with a comprehensive risk analysis, the outcome of which has
not evidently been wholly applied to the submission, but was apparently undertaken to
provide assurance that the financial case could be delivered. Some Sec 151 officers have
expressed reservations. The Lead Officer has recommended 5% of net budget as the
required level of reserves for the proposed unitary, and this would appear to be a prudent
level.
1.4 By population, 703,100 approximately, this possible unitary pattern would result in local
authority that is bigger than most other submissions, and amongst some of the largest
authorities in England in terms of population served.
1.5 The Business Case for this unitary pattern is substantially the same as that for the Suffolk
Unitary pattern excluding Lowestoft, the key comparators being:
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County unitary
without
Lowestoft
£m
38.7

County
Unitary with
Lowestoft
£m
40.7

Difference

Reductions:
Support staff
Senior staff
Other
Total reductions

-10.8
-15.2
-36.2
-62.2

-19.6
-18.6
-39.8
-78

-8.8
-3.4
-3.6
-15.8

Net reduction

-23.5

-37.3

-13.8

Additional expenditure

£m
2.0

The increased savings arising primarily from Corporate Support Services (£8.8m) and Senior
Management (£3.4m) appear to be disproportionate and unrealistic when compared with
differences forecast by the Norfolk with and without Lowestoft submissions. See graphs A,
B&C
1.6 Additional expenditure of £40.7m includes £21.6m for staffing of which £7.9m relates to staff
release costs (net staff released 320) at an average cost of £21, 274 per head of staff
released. See graphs D, E & F

2.

Initial Affordability Indicators

Affordability indicators were calculated using the data as submitted in the workbooks to help us
review the figures. The key ones of these are the following:
Table 1
Indicator
 Net savings over the 5 year period

-£37.3m



-£24.2m



Ongoing savings of (5.1% of base
costs )

Payback period of years ( see note
1)
 Balances increase over the 5 year
period by
 Balances of £ remain as at end of
2013/14

-£53 per
head
-£34 per
head

2.9 Years
£52.9m
£107.4m

22.1%
Of net base costs
at 2013/14

Note 1 – payback is calculated over the 5 year period from lead up year 2 to year 4, in order to ensure that
payback includes lead up cost before vesting
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3.

Comparison of key figures with other submissions

After calculating the affordability indicators, we compared certain key data with that underlying the
data in other submissions. In addition to the points shown in the key issues section, we noted that
this showed the following
Table 2
Highest
Lowest
Average
Comment
This
Issue
submission submission Submission
Gross
additional
expenditure
analysis per
head of
population

£58

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£168

Norfolk
County
with
Lowestoft
£47

All
submissions
£87

Gross
expenditure
reductions
analysis per
head of
population

£111

Devon two
unitary –
Exeter and
Exmouth
£197

Suffolk
Unitary
Remainder
£61

All
submissions
£108

Percentage
staffing
changes

3.5%

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
7.3%

Staff release
costs per head
of staff released

£21k

Pay
Harmonisation
£m

£4m

Devon
County
Unitary
and Devon
two unitary
pattern –
Devon
Remainder
£42k
Norfolk
County
with and
without
Lowestoft
£12m

Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
less
Lowestoft
Pattern A
0.9%
Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£6k

Greater
Norwich
Pattern B
£0.8m

Well below
average
£4 per head
less than
Suffolk
Unitary (less
Lowestoft)
County less
Lowestoft
£99,
therefore £12
per head
better and
above
average
Seems
reasonable
Norfolk
County with
Lowestoft
3.9%
Same as
Norfolk
Unitary
submissions

All
submissions
£5.8m

Below
average
overall and
significantly
less than
other County
unitary
submissions

This comparison helped us to focus on potential sensitivities around proposals for additional
expenditure or expenditure reductions.
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4.

Summary of Issues Raised

As well as reviewing in detail all of the papers and documents that were submitted, we also
sought and received responses to our covering the following issues:
Risk Assessment and Sensitivity Analysis not applied to the Workbook submission
Sec 151 concerns with regards to predicted savings on Waste Management
“Securing the Future” efficiency savings
Much higher level of savings predicted than for the excluding Lowestoft option. Why?
The answers that we received have been taken into account in our overall analysis.

5.

Risks still inherent – modelling

Following our detailed review of all supporting documents and having established explanations to
issues which we have raised, we feel that there are nevertheless inherent risks in the proposals
which are, in our view, above the ‘normal’ level associated with such reorganisations .We have
completed some sensitivity analysis and financial modelling to consider their potential impact on
the above figures.
This is not in any way to ‘second guess’ the work that the statutory officer for the lead authority
and their colleagues have undertaken – nor is it in any way a recosting exercise. Our modelling
merely suggests what could be the effect on the submitted data if these highlighted possible risks
came to fruition. Whilst the effect of these risks could be higher or lower, this does give a
contribution to the judgments that need to be made in order for final decisions to be taken.
Table 3
Risk still inherent
Efficiency savings may either not be not achieved or delayed

Securing the Future savings impact upon the calculation of the
affordability payback period.

Savings from Corporate Support Services appear to be
optimistic, as indicated in the Risk Analysis supplied with the
submission and compared to other submissions. See graph
B
Savings from senior management reductions seem to be
optimistic when compared with other submissions and are
disproportionately higher than those predicted by the Single
Unitary Pattern for Suffolk proposal excluding Lowestoft, and
all other submissions. See graph C
Reduced savings specific to Waste Management, although
apparently already reduced in the submission

Action – Modelling
Reduced predicted
savings by 25% per
annum or
approximately £2m
per annum
Deletion of these
savings has been
tested, and there is
no material impact on
the Payback
calculation.
Reduced predicted
savings by 25% per
annum – net effect
£4.9m
Reduce predicted
savings by 20% per
annum – net effect
£3.7m.
Reduced predicted
savings by £250k per
annum – net effect
£1m
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Pay Harmonisation costs appear to be low by comparison with
other Unitary County submissions and below the average for
all submissions See graph F

Increased predicted
cost by 25% per
annum – net effect
£1m

If additional provision was made to cover all the above risks in the way set out, this would
affect the original proposed business case headlines as follows:
Table 4
As submitted
As modelled

Indicator


Net savings over the 5
year period

-£37.3m



Ongoing savings of
(5.1% of base costs )

-£24.2m



Payback period of
years ( see note 1
above)
Balances increase
over the 5 year period
by

2.9 Years

3.3 Years

£52.9m

£29.4m

Balances of £ remain
as at end of 2013/14

£107.4m





6.

-£53 per
head
£34 per
head

22.1% of
net base
costs

-£26.7m

-£38per
head

-£21.2m

-£30 per
head

£83.9m

17.2% of net
base costs

Sensitivity Analysis – as submitted

In order to gauge how sensitive the submission is to changes in the estimates of additional costs
and additional expenditure reductions, modelling was undertaken assuming estimates were
exceeded by a range of percentages. The break even position needed for expenditure reductions
if additional expenditure estimates are exceeded by 10% has also been calculated. Where
submissions were seen to fail at 10%, a further test at 5% was also applied.
The conclusions we draw from this analysis are (full description of the individual affordability
criterion is shown below)

Additional
expenditure
increases
by

Additional
expenditure
reductions
reduce by

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

10%

10%

15%

15%

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 5
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met
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20%

20%

10%

Can
underachieve
expenditure
reductions by
47.8% to
meet break
even

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Thus even if all estimates are not achieved by 20% - the outer limit of this broad analysis – the
transition plan will still meet the Secretary of State’s affordability criterion.
When predicted expenditure is seen to increase by 10% over present estimates and expenditure
reductions are under achieved by 47.8%, the transitional costs will still break even.
This indicates that the submission looks likely to continue to meet the affordability criterion even if
the estimates are significantly at variance in the final outturn with those submitted.

7.

Effect of modelled inherent risks on the criteria

The table below illustrates the impact of the modelled risks as identified in Table 3 above on the 5
affordability criterion.

Criteria

As submitted
Adjusted as per risk still
inherent and included in
the modelled issues
shown above

Affordability
Criterion 1
Transitional
costs

Affordability
Criterion 2
Payback
period

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 3
Capital
transitional
costs
Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Affordability
Criterion 4
Satisfactory
balances

Table 6
Affordability
Criterion 5
Council
Tax

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

Likely to be
met
Likely to be
met

The above indicates that even after modelling additional risks, the five criteria are still likely to be
met.

8.

Comparison of Council Tax base figures with projections
for the new unitary pattern.

There are various methods for calculating the average Council Tax for the constituent authorities.
We have analysed the comparison using the following three methods as shown in the table
below. We have also looked at the comparison with the lowest Council Tax in place in the
constituent authorities in 2007-8 and calculated the loss in Council Tax yield which would be
necessary to achieve this level.
Our conclusions for each of these approaches is as follows
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Council Tax - Method of Comparison

Method 1 – Average Council Tax calculated using
present individual Council Taxes for constituent
authorities, and apportioned (where necessary)
Council Tax bases for the constituent authorities,
arriving at an average Council Tax for the total Council
Tax yield for the new unitary
Method 2 – Average Council Taxes using present
individual Council Taxes only
Method 3 – Average Council Taxes using Apportioned
Base expenditure and external finance for the
constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary
Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the submission
Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the submission
Lowest Council Tax including County Precept in the
constituent authorities
Cost in lost Council Tax yield to move to the lowest
Council Tax in 2007-8 in the constituent authorities

9.

Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method – as
submitted

Table 7
Base Council tax
as calculated by
each method –
after modelling

£1,228

£1,228

£1,228

£1,221
£1,214

£1,221
£1,214

£1,180
(Waveney)
£10.2m
Per annum

Assessment of overall risk

Having modelled specific risks and opportunities, we have assessed the achievement or
otherwise of this submission according to relative performance against each of the affordability
criteria as shown in the matrix below:
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RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX
Risk
Assessment

Category

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

4
Balances - %
over
recommended
level as set by
S151 officer –
as at the end
of year 1

Net savings
over the
transitional
period as % of
base costs

Payback

Capital

3% above

Up to 3 years

Fully funded

Score 1
This
submission:5.4%

Score 1

Score 1
This
submission
yes

1% - up to 3%

3 – up to 4.75
years

Score 2

Score 2
This
submission:3.3 years
4.75 – up to 5
years and
above

Nil and below –
up to 1%

Score 3

Low
Medium
High

Score 3

2.5%+ over
recommended
level
Score 1
10.3%, 5.3%
above
recommended
level
Between
0.25% and up
to 2.5% above
recommended
level
Score 2

Not fully
funded

Score 3

5-7
8-10
11 and above

Below or up to
0.25% of
recommended
level
Score 3

5

Average
Council tax £
as defined by
method 3

Below average
by over £5
Score 1
This
submission:£7 below
Method 3
average
Below average
by up to £5

Score 2

At or below
average level

Score 3

This submission’s
score 6

LOW RISK

Note 1 - If the assessment includes high risk in Risk Assessment 1 or 4, the whole assessment
becomes High Risk. This is because in our view achievement of these two assessments is
critical.
Note 2 - Payback in our definition requires all costs to be recovered in 5 years from lead up year
2. Recognising this we have set a higher factor before a submission scores High on this element.
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10.

Concluding Comments by Independent Financial
Consultants

10.1 After discounting certain expenditure reductions by significant amounts for possible
inherent risks, the submission apparently meets all of the affordability criteria, and is
therefore reasonably robust.
10.2 The sensitivity analysis indicates that the figures continue to be robust even at 20%
adverse variances.
10.3 The Council Tax analysis indicates that the submission will be able to reduce to
average Council Tax as measured, but that to equalise at the lowest level would cost
£10.2m per annum.
10.4 A reorganisation of this kind is a very significant task and the effort and resources
which need to go into the process cannot be underestimated. Significant balances will
be a factor in meeting the issues which are bound to arise even with the best planning.
We note that unallocated balances will even in the modelled worse case scenario be
17.2% of base costs – 12.2% above the Lead officer’s recommendation.
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SUMMARY – LIKELY ACHIEVEMENT OR OTHERWISE OF THE AFFORDABLITY CRITERIA
AS SET BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The change to a unitary structure should deliver value for money and be self financing so that:

Likely to be achieved
Criterion 1
 Transitional costs overall must be more than
offset over a period (“the payback period”)
by savings.

Criterion 2



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved



Likely to be achieved

 The “payback period” must be no more than
5 years.

Criterion 3
 In each year, capital transitional costs
incurred are to be financed through revenue
resources, or the normal process of
prudential borrowing or the use of capital
receipts;

Criterion 4
 In each year, other (i.e. revenue) transitional
costs incurred are to be financed through a
combination of the following:
• In year revenue savings arising as a result
of restructuring;
• Other in year specified revenue savings
that are additional to annual efficiencies
(e.g. Gershon savings) which local
authorities are expected to make;
• Drawing on available revenue reserves,
subject to ensuring that satisfactory
amounts remain to meet unforeseen
pressures or other potential calls on
reserves.
• Use of revenue reserves should be the
final option considered, both because of
the need to preserve a contingency to
meet future pressures and because use of
reserves adversely affects the fiscal
aggregates in a given year, increasing
spending but not receipts and so placing
further pressure on the Government’s
fiscal rules;
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The use of capital resources to meet
revenue costs will not be permitted.

Criterion 5



Likely to be achieved

 All costs incurred as a result of
reorganisation must be met locally without
increasing council tax.

Taking all factors into account we feel
that this unitary proposal represents

LOW RISK

Chris Wheeler, Tony Hall and Ken Bell
November 2008
Independent Financial Consultants to the Boundary Committee

This document has been prepared for and only for the Boundary Committee for England in
accordance with the terms of our consultancy services agreement and for no other purpose. We do
not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
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Graph A - Comparison of Expenditure Reductions between single Unitary patterns (£m)

Expenditure reductions - County submissions only
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Graph B - Comparison of Savings derived from Corporate Support Services (£m)
Expenditure reductions - County submissions only
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Graph C - Comparison of Savings derived from Senior Management reductions (£m)
Expenditure reductions - County submissions only
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Graph D - Comparison of Expenditure Increases single Unitary patterns (£m)

Additional expenditure - County only
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Graph E - Comparison of additional Staff Related Costs (£m)
Additional expenditure - County only
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Graph F - Comparison of Staff Release Costs (£m)
Additional expenditure - County only
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Graph G - Comparison of Pay Harmonisation Costs (£m)
Additional expenditure - County only
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